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ABSTRACT 

At its most basic level, a model of language production must describe the 

processes involved in a real time mapping from a conceptual notion of what is to be said 

onto a well formed string of sounds that can then be commum'cated to others. In the 

tradition of looking at the distributions of speech errors as a window into the architecture 

of the language production system, investigations of experimentally elicited number 

agreement errors have provided a useful paradigm for gathering production data. Any 

time two words within an utterance vie for control of the form of a third word in that 

utterance, these two words can be said to be in competition for control of the third word. 

By investigating the factors governing this competition, we can infer constraints on the 

cognitive architecture of the language production system as a whole. 

The present dissertation presents 5ve studies on experimentally elicited speech 

errors, specifically, errors of number agreement bebveen subjects and verbs. Experiments 

one, two and three investigate the role of semantic factors in the agreement process by 

mam'pulating the animacy of the nouns within the complex subject, their degree of 

semantic overlap, and the plausibility of their relationship with the sentence predicate, 

respectively. Experiments four and five investigate the role of phonological factors by 

mam'pulating the phonological overlap and surface frequency of the nouns within the 

complex noun phrase. Results indicate that while semantic factors can readily influence 

the computation of agreement, phonological factors do not However, only lexical level 

semantic information (animacy, semantic overlap) appears to play a role, sentence level 

semantics (plausibility) show no effects. 
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Overall, results converge with previous work; suggesting that the flow of 

information through the productioa system is incremental, and that there is minimal 

feedback between phonological processes and semantic or syntactic levels of processing. 

Results did diverge from previous work in that we propose that feedback may in fact be 

necessary between conceptual and lexical-semantic levels of processing. In addition, our 

results argue for an activation based model of the agreement process itself. 
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INTRODUCTION 

"Although it sounds unsophisticated, one way 
that we leam about the structure of an object is 
by hurling other things at it and observing the 
precise way ia which they are deflected. <We> 
hurl bits of matter at each other and.„ analyze 
the resulting spray of debris to determine the 
architecture of the objects involved." 

-Brian Greene 

Psvcholinguistics' Stepchild 

One of the thorniest aspects of the field of Cognitive Science is the search for 

mam'pulable and measurable variables. Surely this problem plagues all research 

endeavors to one degree or another, but the study of cognitive processes presents a 

particularly difficult case. First and foremost, the objects of our inquiry are not available 

for direct observation. Mental representations of information about the world and the 

processes that mampulate this information cannot be directly observed. Indeed it was 

exactly this point that led BP. Skinner to take the study of mental processes completely 

off the experimental psychology menu during the nuddle third of the 1900s. However, 

the study of cognition is not alone in this regard. Physicists, for example, also lack direct 

access to many of the objects of their inquiry, yet this limitation has not hindered 

spectacular advances in the study of physical obj'ects that no one can actually observe. 

This brings us to the second difficulty. Not only are mental processes not directly 

observable, they also have the misfortune of residing within people. And unlike atoms or 

photons, people are under no obligation to sit around and allow us to study them^ And 

 ̂ Interestmgly, sub-atomic particles are also now showing a limited tolerance fbrparticipating in studies. 
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even if they may agree to do so on occasion, people have that pesky attribute of 

consciousness which can cause them to become distracted, bored, willfully deceptive, or 

even with the best of intentions go about a performing a given task in a different way 

thaa they would if they were not in an experimental setting. 

Because of these inherent limitations, experimental designs for studying cognitive 

processes in humans must work to mim'mize their effects. However, this is more difficult 

in some domains than in others. Domains in which a) the input a subject is exposed to 

can be carefully controlled, b) only a simple (or in some case no) overt response to the 

stimulus is necessary, and c) responses can occur quickly enough to preclude the added 

noise of conscious reflection, are most amenable to study at the cognitive level. This is 

one reason why areas such as visual word recognition and object perception are more 

well studied firom a purely cognitive perspective than areas such as problem solving or 

general reasoning. The former are swift, automatic, largely receptive processes that 

require little conscious processing, while the latter are slow, deliberate, and largely self 

generated processes that require quite a bit of conscious effort. 

The topic of this dissertation is language production - how speakers map the 

conceptual space of meaning and thought onto the semantic, syntactic and phonological 

space of a given language in real time - and alas, this facet of human cognition possesses 

many of the charactenstics outlined above that tend to make its study comparatively 

difficult. Indeed, in his seminal book on the subject, Levelt refers to language production 

as the "stepchild of psycholihgmstics" (Levelt, 1989, p. xii). The literature on areas 

within the psychology of language such as language comprehensioa and reading dwarfs 
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that on production. One doesn't need to think very hard about the differences between 

comprehending and producing language to see why. Language comprehension begins 

with an utterance in the outside world, which can be experimentally monitored and 

mampulated. Language production begins with an internal thought. Language 

comprehension ends with an understanding of what has been said, and listeners can act 

on this understanding by answering questions, or pushing buttons to indicate 

comprehension or simple completion of reading or Ustening. Language production ends 

with a spoken utterance. As dependent measures go, response times and response 

accuracy rates are much easier to record and analyze than hours of spoken sentences. In 

addition, the physical act of speaking tends to interfere directly with some of the more 

technologically sophisticated measures of cognitive processing, such as ERP or fMRI, 

leaving it largely unstudied within these methodologies as well. To be sure, there is an 

extensive literature on the more social and communicative aspects of speaking (e.g. group 

interactions, turn-taking, conversational pattems and skills, etc.) but this is well outside 

our domain of interest in this thesis. 

Despite these inherent dififfculties, a number of clever methodologies have been 

utilized to probe the cognitive architecture of the production system. Studies of 

experimentally induced tip-of-the-tongue states (e.g. Vigliocco, Antonim', & Garrett, 

1997), structural priming (e.g. Bock, Loebell & Morey, 1992), eye movements (e.g. 

GrifBn, 2000) and speeded picture naming (e.g. Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999) have all 

been brought to bear to study the processes by which concepts are turned mto spoken 

utterances. With the exception of structural priming, however, these methodologies 



largely focus on a somewhat narrow aspect of language production - the retrieval and 

production of single words. This is of course a crucial piece of the puzzle. An 

understanding of how lexical information is represented and retrieved is fundamental to 

any cognitive model of language processing. However, the divide between producing 

single words in isolation and producing full blown, well formed sentences is rather large. 

In connected speech, multiple words must be retrieved in parallel or at least in very close 

sequential proximity, relationships between these words must be specified and 

maintained over time, and the final utterance must adhere to the syntactic requirements of 

the speaker's language. Studying the processes involved in the retrieval of single words 

in isolation does little to elucidate any of these sentence level requirements of speaking, 

though it does of course help lay the foundation for these "higher level" production 

processes. 

ILeft your cars in vour kev? What speech errors can tell us about production 

So, given the inherent difficulty of studying fiill fledged sentence production, 

what are we left with? What we're left with is a very clever exploitation of the aspect of 

language production we have the best access to: spoken sentences, and the errors people 

make in speaking them. Much of what we know about sentence level language 

production has been gained through the study of this seemingly innocuous and rather 

mundane aspect of everyday speech: the fact that we sometimes don't say exactly what it 

is we're trying to say. Foundational work by Fromkin (1971; 1973), Garrett (1975; 1976; 

1980, 1982), Cutler (1980, 1982, 1988), Dell (1984; Dell & Reich, 1981), Levelt (1983), 



Stemberger (1982) and others has shown that speech errors do not simply occur in a 

completely haphazard manner. There are distinct patterns to the kinds of errors speakers 

make, and these patterns tell us something about the underl)'ing structure of the cognitive 

system that gives rise to them. 

To more concretely illustrate this point, let us take an everyday example of a 

system with which many people are familiar, but have little to no idea about its inner 

workings: a car. The task will be to figure out how a car actually functions. However, 

you will not be allowed to examine its interior directly, you will only be allowed direct 

access to the input (gasoline, oil, transmission fluid, anti-freeze) and output (exhaust, the 

oil pan, drips and leaks, observations of how well it drives) of the car. Further, we will 

assume that you have lived all your life in a primitive Jungle village, and therefore have 

absolutely no a priori idea how a car works. How much can you learn about the car given 

these constraints? If you're clever, quite a lot. You could notice that gasoline levels 

decrease steadily over time while all other fluid levels remain fairly constant. You might 

notice that burnt up oil is often ejected with the exhaust, but that burnt up transmission 

fluid never is. You see that anti-freeze can occasionally leak into the oil pan, but never 

the gas tank or the transmission. If the car is out of gasoline, it won't even start, but if it 

is out of oil or antifreeze, it runs fine for at least a short while. A. lack of transmission 

fluid has no effect on the car when it is stationary, but impedes its ability to actually 

move. Further, the performance of the car degrades gradually if you were to remove 

larger and larger amounts of antifreeze, transmission fluid, or oil, yet it runs identically 

on any amount of gasoline above zero. 
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From these observations one could make some educated inferences about how the 

car actually functions, and what its interior structure is like; for instance, one might 

conclude that the transmissioa and engine operate independently, with each relying on 

distinctly different types of input to firactioa properly, and that oil and antifreeze lines 

must cross rather precariously at some point, allowing one system to leak into the other. 

Overall, we would now know something about how the car is orgam'zed into subsystems, 

and the degree to which these subsystems function independently. We would also know 

the general role each type of input plays in the car's overall flinctiomng, and we would 

understand something about the time course of the use of each of these inputs (gasoline 

early, oil & antifreeze late). 

While this is metaphor is admittedly somewhat contrived, it does highlight the 

logic involved in using speech error patterns to infer the architecture of the system that 

gives rise to them. Generally, sentences are not simply retrieved and expressed as 

unitary, existing mental objects. Instead, they are constructed on the fly, and this 

construction involves the rapid retrieval and coordination of different kinds of 

information: conceptual knowledge about the world, semantic knowledge of the words 

that can express those concepts, phonological knowledge about how those words must be 

pronounced, and syntactic knowledge of how those words can be combined. How is this 

done? Is processing staged, or done completely in parallel? Is each type of information 

handled by its own subsystem? And if so, at which points can these subsystems influence 

each other? These inner aspects of processing express themselves outwardly as the sound 

of what we say, the meaning of what we say, and the order in which we say it. Mistakes 
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in any of these domains can illuminate the processes and mecham'sms which give rise to 

them, just as "errors" in the functioning of the car give us insight into its internal 

structure. Most of the time of course, speakers do not make any mistakes (beyond the 

ever present "umms" and "ers"), but by looking for patterns in the occasions when they 

do^ we can make inferences about the structure of the internal mechanisms involved. 

This method of inquiry is hardly um'que to language production. The entire field 

of neuropsychology is based on an essentially similar assumption: there are distinct 

patterns to the ways in which mental flmctioning can break down as a result of various 

forms of brain injury, and these pattems tell us something about the mental organization 

of the intact brain. Similarly, the study of language development has gained insights 

through looking at the types of errors children make as they attempt leam language, work 

on reasoning has benefited from the examination of the errors people make when forming 

judgements about potential risk and reward, and memory researchers have recently 

gained many insights by focusing on the many ways that our memories can be distorted, 

tricked, or reshaped over time. However, while many areas of research have used 

examples of processing breakdowns as windows through which to peer at the inner 

machinations of cogm'tive systems, their use with regard to language processing is 

largely unique in the degree to which they have been used to form the foundation of a 

quite detailed cognitive model of the specific processes involved. Further support for the 

general architecture of this model has since been gained from work done with aphasic 

patients, studies on tip-of-tongue-states, computational models, and an array of 

experimental studies utilizing a variety of methods. To be sure, there is considerable 
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disagreement about the details, and as it currently exists the model is rather under-

specified in many crucial aspects of speaking. But it provides a general, and empirically 

supported, framework within which to pursue detailed questions about the cognitive 

architecture of the language production system. 

Brief Summary of What's to Come 

With this background now in hand on the enterprise of language production 

research in general, and the use of speech error data to inform this enterprise, we can now 

proceed to the specifics of this thesis. First, a brief overview of the current 'standard' 

model of language production and the data that has gone into creating it will be 

presented. Areas which are particularly underspecified will be highlighted, as it will be 

these areas that the experimental work presented here will focus on. Next, a more in 

depth overview will be given of research on experimentally elicited agreement errors, a 

specific type of speech error which, has received much attention in recent years. As 

mentioned above, much of the work on language production has focused on the retrieval 

of single words. The agreement ehcitation paradigm has provided an excellent forum in 

which to investigate more complex sentence level processes in production as it explicitly 

requires the coordination of dependencies between various words in an utterance, often 

over relatively long temporal distances. 

Five experiments will be presented utilizing the agreement paradigm. Considered 

together, these studies are concerned with three general questions about the fimctioning 

of the production system. (1) At what level (or levels) are bookkeeping operations such 
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as agreement carried out, and how are they carried out? (2) Over what kinds of 

representations are the computations of long distance dependencies between words (such 

as agreement) processed? (3) How does the flow of lexical information through the 

production system proceed? We will return to a more detailed explanation of the 

individual experiments after we have covered the background on the production model 

and what work using experimentally elicited agreement errors has contributed to it. 

Overview of the Production Model 

What is it exactly that a model of language production is trying to model? 

Language production per se can mean a lot things. It could involve the simple repetition 

of an utterance that has been spoken to us. It could involve the reading aloud of text on a 

page. Or it could involve the nearly reflexive responses we sometimes make to verbal 

stimuli (e.g. someone approaches you and says "Hello. Anything new?" to which you 

casually respond back "Not bad, and you?" - the caimed response to the more common 

greeting of "hello, how are you?"). For our purposes, we are most interested in the more 

fimdamental aspect of speaking: the ability to transform an internal idea, desire, or goal 

into a spoken utterance that can be understood by others who speak our language. In 

short, language production can be thought of as the real time process of mapping an 

abstract conceptual thought onto an ordered, phonological sequence of words. How do 

we get from A to B? 

Figure I provides a schematic of the general architecture of the language 

production system as put forward by Levelt (1989) and Bock and Levelt (1994) and was 
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directly inspired by earlier work by Garrett (1980, 1982, 1988). This framework is, of 

course, not universally agreed upon, but there is a strong consensus on its general 

structure, if not in the details. A. notable exception to this overall consensus is the work 

of Caramazza (Caramazza, 1997) which espouses an ia some ways fundamentally 

different system; however, this work currently lacks much empirical support and has only 

been applied to the retrieval of words in isolation, and therefore it will not be covered 

further here. The process of producing a sentence is viewed as involving four (at least 

relatively) discrete stages or levels of processing: Message; Functional; Positional; 

Phonological. The message level contains the pre-lingm'stic semantic concepts which 

capture the general meaning of the intended utterance. From here, processing proceeds to 

the functional level, whose main goal is to retrieve lexical items which map onto these to-

be-communicated concepts and to assign them their grammatical roles in the sentence 

(e.g. subject, object etc.). However, the retrieved lexical items here are not fully formed 

words per se. Instead, they are lexical representations which capture only the general 

semantic information necessary for the mapping as well as information relevant to the 

syntactic fimctions the word can play. These representations are termed lemmas. 

Processing then proceeds to the positional level, in which a set of ordered slots is 

constructed which will represent the actual temporal layout of the utterance. It is also at 

this level that morphological inflections are specified. Importantly, this is the first stage 

of processing ia which the lexical representations are structured in a way which actually 

reflects the order in which they will be uttered. Lastly, the phonological representations 
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for the lexical items are retrieved. These representations are termed lexemes  ̂and consist 

of only the phonological information about a word's form. 

The flow of information through the levels of this system is assumed to be 

incremental, which simply means that each level can immediately forward fim'shed 

'pieces' of the utterance on to the next level, rather than needing to wait until processing 

has been completed for the entire utterance (Kempen 8c Hoenkamp, 1987; Levelt, 1989). 

Note, however, that what constitutes a "fimshed piece" is not arbitrary; for instance, by at 

least one view, the minimum size of a finished piece at the functional level is one fully 

accessed lemma (Levelt, et al., 1999), The area in which there is most widespread 

disagreement regards the degree of interactivity within the system. Some researchers 

(e.g, Garrett, 1980; 1982; Levelt, 1989; Bock & Levelt, 1994) envision a largely top-

down system, in which later stages of processing cannot directly affect events occurring 

at earlier stages of processing, while others espouse a system with at least a moderate 

amount of interactivity between levels (e.g. Dell, 1986; 1988; Dell & O'Seaghda, 1992). 

In addition, and potentially relevant to later discussions, Dell also proposes a cascaded 

flow of information throughout the system, in which subsequent stages need not wait for 

'^finished" pieces of the utterance to be forwarded to them. Even partially activated 

lexical representations are assumed to immediately begin influencing later stages of 

processing. 

As covered at length, above, this general model is motivated largely by the data 

obtained through the analysis of the patterns and distributions of naturally occurring 

speech errors. For purposes of clarification, and to help motivate the model, a brief 
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overview of the most centrally important types of errors follows. First and foremost are 

exchange errors, where two pieces of aa utterance swap positions. There is a striking 

difference in the characteristics of exchange errors that involve exchanges of entire words 

as opposed to those which only involve exchanges of phonemes. According to Garrett 

(1980), exchange errors involving whole words (e.g. "he'll blow the kettle off the god 

damn lid") are not strongly constrained by linear proximity within his error corpus; only 

19% of word exchange errors occurred within the same phrase. Sound exchanges (e.g. 

"sot Soldering iron"), however, are strongly constrained by this factor, as they occur 

within the same phrase 87% of the time (Garrett, 1980). This is to be expected if 

phonological forms are not assigned until after sentence positions have been specified for 

lexical items. By the time lexemes enter the picture, the to-be-produced utterance is 

already linearly (and therefore temporally) ordered, and thus we would only expect 

interference (and therefore errors) between items which are in close proximity to one 

another. Syntactic roles, however, are assigned prior to the linear ordering of the 

utterance, and therefore word exchange errors should not be expected to be limited by 

linear or temporal proximity. Also, word exchange errors are strongly constrained by 

syntactic category (e.g. verbs substitute for verbs, nouns for nouns, etc.) (Stemberger, 

1985; Garrett; 1980) and only loosely (at best) constrained by phonology (Garrett, 1975), 

suggesting that when words are assigned their syntactic roles and ordered into position, 

phonological information has not yet come into play. 

Another telling class of errors is that involving a dissociation between an 

inflectional ending and its intended home at the end of a word. So called stranding errors 
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arise whea an inflectional ending appears in its proper place within the utterance, but 

attached to the wrong word (e.g. "You ordered up ending some fish dish", where -ed 

and -ing are in their proper places, but the words 'order* and 'end' have been exchanged) 

(Garrett, 1995). Similarly, a shift is an error where an inflectional afiix actually ends up 

in the wrong place within an utterance (e.g. "She was hand himmmg some broccoli" 

instead of "handing him") (Bock & Levelt, 1994). Both of these examples suggest that 

inflectional endings and word stems are each handled and positioned separately within an 

utterance, rather than being retrieved and mampulated as a um'tary object. 

Lastly, substitution errors, where a non-target item intrudes upon and replaces the 

intended target, also display characteristic patterns. Semantic substitutions, in which a 

semantically similar, though unintended, word is chosen are strongly constrained by 

syntax, with some 99% of substitutions involving words of the same syntactic category 

(Stemberger, 1985). Phonologicaily related substitutions (malapropisms) however, show 

little if any systematic semantic relationship between the error and the target (Garrett, 

1980). This last point however, is a matter of some dispute, due to what are known as 

mixed errors. A mixed error refers to any error which is both semantically and 

phonologicaily related to the target word, for instance: rat instead of cat. The importance 

of the dispute arises from the fact that this type of error may speak directly to the degree 

of interactivity between the phonological and fimctional/positional levels of processing. 

Mixed errors are in fact rare, and have been sometimes relegated to a position where they 

are assumed to arise due to factors which are external to the lexical retrieval system 

proper (such as some sort of self monitoring process) (Levelt et al., 1991). But work by 
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a non-interactive system, and believes that they are easily explained by assimiing that 

activation can spread from the phonological units of the target word back up to 

phonologically related words at the lemma level (Dell et al., 1997). However, Levelt et 

al. (1999) suggest that these findings are also easily modeled by a system which does not 

contain feedback, which diminishes the ability of mixed error data to provide decisive 

answers to the feedback question. 

Taken together, the data on speech errors suggests numerous constraints on the 

architecture of, and flow of information through, the language production system. And 

these are embodied in the model displayed in Figure I. Subsequent work has gone on to 

support this general framework; however, as lamented in the introduction, the focus of 

research has been largely on the retrieval and production of isolated words, rather than on 

the construction of entire sentences. Work on TOT states (see Vigliocco, Antonini & 

Garrett, 1997), speeded picture naming (Roelof, 1992; Schriefers, Meyer & Levelt, 1990) 

and word retrieval in aphasics (Dell, et aL 1997), has fleshed out the actual content of 

lemma representations, and strongly supported the two stage, sequential nature of lexical 

access (lemma retrieval preceding lexeme retrieval), even if questions concerning the 

degree of interactivity between those two stages remain. But work on exactly how these 

retrieved lexical items are built up into a fiilly formed phrase or sentence has been 

considerably more limited. The focus of this dissertation is on these more sentence level 

questions of production, and we will look to an area of research that has generated a great 
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deal of data in this regard over the past decade: the study of experimentally elicited 

agreement errors. 

Agreement to the Rescue? 

Thus far we have spent significant time discussing a) the lack of experimental 

work on actual sentence level production processes and b) the fact that research looking 

at the production of number agreement errors can provide important information in this 

regard. What exactly makes research on agreement errors particularly valuable in terms 

of investigating sentence level production processes? Let's consider for a moment what 

exactly is involved in producing agreement. Any time one word in a sentence depends 

upon another word in that sentence for "instructions" about what properties it should 

possess (e.g. gender, number), we can say that these to sentence elements must agree. 

In English, this phenomenon is most clearly demonstrated in the fact that sentence 

subjects and their corresponding verbs must agree in number, as in "The does in the park 

were chasing each other". The plural subject "dogs" requires a plural verb, in this case 

"were". While English has rather few agreement requirements, many languages have 

considerably more, such as the gender agreement requirements of many European 

languages. To most speakers, agreement is simply one of many seemingly irrelevant 

technical requirements of the syntax of their language. However, closer inspection 

reveals that there is much more going on than meets the eye. Agreement is in fact a 

paradigm case of exactly the kinds of computational difficulties that the production 

system must face m the "on the fly" construction of sentences, namely, specifying and 
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maintaining the structural relationships between lexical items which may be substantially 

temporally separated from one another. 

Take this simple example from English: 

1) The i^to the antique wooden cabinets fe missing. 

As mentioned above, English requires that the verb agree in number with its subject. We 

can say that the subject "key" controls the form of the verb "to be", here expressed in its 

singular form, "is". And as the above example demonstrates, this control often must be 

exerted over long distances within an utterance, often with potentially interfering 

information in the intervening material, such as the plural noun "cabinets". In situations 

such as these we can consider the subject noun and the interfering noun as being in 

competition for control over the verb. Usually, the correct noun wins this competition 

and the verb matches its subject in number. However, there are times when the wrong 

noun wins this competition, and an error such as (2) is made: 

2) The key to the antique wooden cabinets are missing. 

By looking at the factors ±at exert an influence on the likelihood that people will make 

this sort of error, we can obtain a great deal of information about many of the aspects of 

sentence level production processes that we earlier lamented were under-studied. For 

example, how is subjecthood actually assigned at the fimctional level of processing? 

How is the relationship between the subject head noun and verb established? Once 

lexical items are retrieved, how exactly are they kept track of while they are being held, in 

memory during the rest of the sentence production process? Further, the processing of 

agreement provides an excellent forum within which to investigate the interaction of 
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different types of linguistic information. Agreement is an ostensibly grammatical process 

(it contributes little additional meaning to the sentence, at least in English, and is 

governed by the grammatical number of the subject noun), so the potential for 

conceptual, semantic, and phonological factors to have an effect on how it is computed 

can be informative concerning how and when these various kinds of information interact 

during the course of producing speech. Experiments using the experimental elicitation of 

agreement errors as the dependent variable have yielded information on all of these 

questions, as well as others, and we now turn to an overview of the work to date. 

A Brief History of Experimental Work on Agreement Errors 

The use of agreement errors as a tool for probing the architecture of the language 

production system began with the work of Bock and colleagues (Bock & Miller, 1991; 

Bock & Cutting, 1992; Bock & Eberhard, 1993). For the reasons stated above, 

agreement offered a particularly worthwhile aspect of language to investigate in order to 

elucidate a number of questions regarding language production, as it explicitly involves 

the coordination of information between arguably the two most important parts of any 

sentence: the sentential subject and its verb. In order to avoid confusion with 

experimental participants (subjects), sentence subjects will be called head NPs from this 

point forward (of course, head NPs are not in fact always subjects, but in the relevant 

material we will be referring to here, head NPs will always be the controllers of 

agreement). Bock and colleagues utilized a sentence completion task whereby subjects 

are presented (auditorily or visually) with a sentence stem, which they must then repeat 
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and provide a completion for. In a typical experiment, subjects are provided witli 

sentence fragments containing a complex, noun-phrase, as in (3): 

3) The key to the cabinets... 

which they are then to repeat, and provide completions for, as in (4): 

4) The key to the cabinets was missing. 

Manipulations of the properties of the complex noun phrase provide the independent 

variables (e.g. length, properties of the nouns, syntactic structure), while the number of 

agreement errors produced for any given mampulation provides the dependent variable. 

These errors are often termed "errors of attraction", on the view that the non-head noun 

"attracts" agreement away from the true head of the phrase; in this case, "cabinets" 

attracts agreement away from "key". 

Initially, Bock & Miller (1991) were merely interested in the general pattern of 

errors subjects made when dealing with sentences in which the complex noun phrase 

consisted of two nouns, as in example (3). They used a set of sentence stems in which 

the number (singular (s) or plural (p)) of both the head and non-head noun (from this 

point on this will be termed the "distractor" noun) were fully crossed, as in (5): 

5a) ss The key to the cabinet... 
5b) sp The keyto the cabinets... 
5c) pp The keys to the cabinets... 
5d) ps The keys to the cabinet... 

Two main results were found, one completely expected and one rather surprising. The 

expected finding was that subjects were very unlikely to make agreement errors if both of 

the nouns within the complex noun-phrase matched in number (the 'ss' and 'pp' 

conditions). &i cases where the two nouns mismatched in number, a striking asymmetry 
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head noun and a plural distractor noun (the 'sp' condition), but not at all commoa in the 

reverse case (the 'ps' condition). In fact, for those sentences with plural head nouns, error 

rates were equivalent regardless of whether the distractor noun was singular or plural 

(Bock & Miller, 1991). This general pattern of results is termed the "mismatch 

asymmetry" effect (Bock & Miller, 1991). This effect has since been replicated 

numerous times and is quite robust (see Bock & Cutting, 1992; Bock & Eberhard, 1993). 

Bock and Miller (1991) believed that this effect told us something about the 

underlying representations of singular and plural nouns. The proposed explanation was 

that nouns are represented as singular by default, and must be specifically marked as 

plural by the addition of a plural feature (Bock & Miller, 1991; Eberhard, 1997). 

Sentence stems in which the head noun is singular, and hence unmarked, are vulnerable 

to interference from any plural features which may exist on other nouns within the 

complex NP. Sentences in which the head noun is plural are less prone to interference 

for two reasons: the head noun is already marked, and a singular distractor noun, being 

in its default unmarked state, would not possess a disagreeing "singular" feature. 

Eberhard (1997) followed up on this proposal by investigating the effects of explicitly 

marking nouns with either singular or plural quantifiers. She found that overtly marking 

the sentence head as singular with the quantifier 'one', as in (6), reduced the number of 

errors made by subjects as compared to the standard case when only the neutral 

determiner "the" was used: 

6) sp One keyto the cabinets... 
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Conversely, she found that she could, increase the number of errors made for plural 

headed sentences when an overt singular marker was used on the distractor noun, as in 

(7), as compared with sentences simply using the neutral determiner "the": 

7) ps The keys to one cabinet.^ 

These findings supported the original Bock & Miller (1991) claim: singular nouns are 

singular by default, while plural nouns are plural due to the addition of a plural feature. 

By adding a singular feature to a noun by virtue of combining it with a singular quantifier 

(e.g. 'one' or 'each') singular nouns can interfere with agreement exactly as plurals do. 

So, we have a straightforward account of the mismatch asymmetry as well as a 

proposal for how singular and plural nouns are represented and, in fact, constructed 

during the course of producing a sentence (Bock, Nicol & Cutting, 1999). Although the 

idea of markedness helps to explain why substantial interference only seems to occur in 

sentences with singular heads, it does not actually explain how agreement is normally 

implemented, nor how errors arise. The exact mechanisms have not been fully fleshed 

out yet; however, two related proposals have been put forward. Vigliocco and Nicol 

(1998) have suggested a "feature-percolation" model, which proposes that the number of 

the verb is specified by a check of the features that exist at the highest node of the 

complex subject NP. Normally,^ a plural subject head NP transmits (or 'percolates") its 

plural feature up to the highest node, where it is then copied to the verb. In the case of 

errors, the plural feature on the distractor noun is mistakenly transmitted up to highest NP 

node, which then leads the system, to mistakenly generate a plural verb. Eberhard (1997) 

extended this proposal by castmg the process within an activation framework, helping to 
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flesh, out a probablistic explanation of why the plural feature on the distractor noun can be 

mistakenly associated with the head NP node. Two aspects of Eberhard's proposal are 

important here. First, featiues associated with the heads of noun phrases are assimied to 

be more highly activated than those associated with non-heads, at least for the purposes 

of agreement. Second, any features associated with non-heads are assumed to create 

noise or interference within the system, which increases the probability that the 

agreement mechanism will make aa error when trying to assess the existence of activated 

features on the head NP node. This leaves us with a probablistic view of the occurrence 

of agreement errors, where various lexical, structural, or conceptual factors may act to 

increase or decrease the amount of interference created by plural features associated with 

non-heads, and thus increase or decrease error probabilities. 

Both of these proposals can generate predictions about the kinds of factors that 

should conceivably be expected to affect the agreement process. And importantly for our 

present purposes, the exact architecture of, and flow of information through, the 

production system will help to dictate which kinds of information do and do not affect 

agreement, and thus by investigating the factors which affect error rates, inferences can 

be made about how the system as a whole must be organized. 

So, at this point we are armed with the knowledge of what the "standard" pattern 

of agreement errors looks like in sentences which are not "loaded" with unusual 

characteristics (Bock & Miller, 1991, the mismatch asymmetry effect), a hypothesis 

about the underljring representations of singular and plural nouns (Bock & Eberhard, 

1993; Eberhard, 1997) and a pair of hypotheses about how agreement is actually 
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computed (Eberhard 1997; Vigliocco & Nicol, 1998), We can now look to see what 

kinds of factors have an effect on the "standard" pattern of errors, and thus gain 

information that can. help constrain theories of the architecture of the language production 

system. 

A number of factors have been investigated concerning their ability to affect the 

proper implementation of agreement. We can broadly classify these factors into die 

following groups: phonological factors, lexico-semantic factors, structural factors, and 

conceptual factors. All of these have been investigated in the context of testing 

predictions that can be drawn from the standard model of language production (e.g. Bock 

& Leveh, 1994; Figure 1). Early on, research appeared to support the strongly modular 

version of production as espoused by Bock & Levelt (1994) and Garrett (1982) among 

others. However, subsequent research has complicated this picture, leading to a less 

straightforward fit between the agreement research and the production model as currently 

specified (see Figure I). We will begin by presenting some of the early work which 

suggested a clear picture, and thea move on to some newer findings which have 

complicated things. 

One of the first questions investigated by Bock and colleagues (Bock & Eberhard, 

1993) was the degree to which agreement was computed simply on the basis of surface 

phonological features. In English, the plural form of a noun ts nearly always marked by 

the addition of an fsf or /z/ to the end of the word, and it is possible that agreement is 

implemented by a somewhat simplistic check of the phonological features present in the 

sentence. They tested for this possibility in two different ways. First, by using 'pseudo-
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plurals' in the distractor noua positioa which, while grammatically singular, ended in a 

final /s/ or Izl like most true plurals do, as in (8): 

8) ss The playeron the course.... 

Second, they looked at the error patterns for sentences with irregular nouns in the 

distractor position, which in their plural form did not actually end in aa Isl or IzJ sound, as 

in (9): 

9) sp The gift for the children... 

Results indicated no influence on phonological factors on the incidence of agreement 

errors. Sentences such as (8) were unable to elicit any errors, and behaved identically to 

items in which the distractor noun was unambiguously singular (e.g. The player on the 

court..."). Similarly, items such as (9) elicited error rates that were no different from 

those for sentences with regularly marked plurals (e.g. "The gift for the kids..."). Two 

important conclusions were drawn from these data. The first is that agreement does not 

appear to be carried out via a "simple" check of the phonological features present on the 

nouns in die sentence. Instead, it appears that it is carried out by reference to a more 

abstract representation of number marking, prior to the level of phonological encoding. 

This leads us to the second conclusion: if there were strong feedback from the 

phonological encoding level to prior stages of processing, one would expect at least some 

ability for the presence of plural sounding features to affect the implementation of 

agreement. The lack of any effect in this regard argues against a strongly interactive 

view of the production system (Bock & Eberhard, 1993). 
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In another experiment. Bock & Miller (1991) investigated the possible effects of 

conceptual factors in agreement by comparing single referent vs. distributed referent 

noun phrases as in (10) and (II): 

10) sp Single referent: The key to the cabinets... 
11) sp Distributed referent: The label on the bottles... 

In both (10) and (II), the head NP is syntactically singular, since the head noun is 

urmiarked. However, the NP in (U) is conceptually plural, in that it most plausibly refers 

to the same type of label on many bottles. This is in contrast to (10) which most likely 

refers to one key that can open numerous cabinets. No difference in error rates was 

found between the two sentence types, and this was taken as evidence that 

semantic/conceptual information was not accessible to the agreement mecham'sm. 

In contrast to the failure of semantic and phonological factors to reliably influence 

the agreement process, syntactic mampulations appeared to have a marked effect on the 

agreement process. For instance. Bock & Cutting (1992) found that if the distractor noun 

was separated from the head noun by a clause boundary, as in (I2a) 

12a) sp The report that they controlled the fires... 
12b) sp The report ofthe destructive fires... 

error rates were substantially lower than those found for syllable length matched controls 

in which the distractor noun was within the same clause as the head noun. Bock & 

Cutting (1992) attributed this to the fact that agreement is computed at a stage of 

processing prior to the point at which words are laid out in their final sequence (the 

positional level) but when relationships between lexical items within clauses have indeed 
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been structurally assigned (most likely, the functional level). Nicol and colleagues (Nicol 

& Barker, 1996; Frank, Vigliocco & Nicol, ia press) thea provided evidence which 

demonstrated that even without crossing a clause boundary, error rates are reduced if the 

distractor noun is not syntactically close to the head noun. Nicol & Barker (1996) 

compared sentence stems such as those in (13): 

13a) sp The manager of the banks... 
13b) sp The managerofthe large multinational banks... 
13c) ssp The manager of the loan department at the banks... 

Error rates were equivalent in items such as (I3a) and (13b), in which the distractor noun 

was part of a phrase that directly modified the head noun phrase. However, they were 

reduced drastically in items such as (I3c), in which the plural distractor noun was part of 

phrase which did not directly modify the head noun phrase, but rather modified another 

modifying phrase (in the present example, "at the banks" modifies "of the loan 

departments"). It is important to note that items such as (13b) and (I3c) were matched 

for syllable length, and therefore the physical or temporal distance between the head and 

distractor nouns was roughly equivalent in both cases. The authors suggest that rather 

than a clause boundary per se being the important variable, the head noun and distractor 

noun must be in close syntactic proximity (Nicol & Barker, 1996; Frank, Vigliocco & 

Nicol, in press). The closer the head noun and the potentially interfering plural feature on 

the distractor noun are, the more likely an error is to occur. Note also that this finding 

supports the claim for incremental processing within the production system (Bock & 

Levelt, 1994). As pieces of an utterance are "finished", they are sent to the next level of 

processing. In order to cause interference, conflicting number information must be 



present within the piece of the utterance containing the head noun. Conflicting number 

information appearing elsewhere in the utterance is not co-active with the head noun at 

any point in processing, and thus has no opportunity to interfere. Evidence suggests that 

the closer the syntactic link between constituents within the utterance, the more likely 

they are to be processed together. 

Taken together, the above findings suggest the following. One, agreement is 

essentially a syntactic process. Number is specified based on the grammatical features of 

the nouns in a sentence, and what determines the likelihood of interfering information 

derailing the correct implementation of agreement is the proximity between the head 

noun and the distractor noun. Conceptual or semantic factors which provide information 

about number are either not consulted by the agreement process, or are simply 

overshadowed by grammatical mformation about ntmiber. Similarly, phonological 

factors also do not appear to play a role. Despite the fact that the existence of an /s/ or Izl 

sound at the end of a noun, is hugely correlated with its being grammatically plural, the 

production system does not appear to utilize this potential source of information. This 

indicates not only that agreement is not a phonologically driven process, but fiuther that 

there does not even appear to be any incidental "spillover" due to feedback between the 

level of phonological encoding and previous stages ia the production system. Lastly, 

further support for the incremental nature of production processes was demonstrated. 

Overall then, this pattern of results fit mcely within the standard model of language 

production: there is very little feedback within the system, and a clear delineation 
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bebveea the processes of conceptual/semantic, grammatical, and phonological 

processing. 

As often happens, however, further research has complicated the picture slightly 

and has made the case for agreement as a "syntax only" process difficult to maintain. 

While evidence for the lack of a strong phonological influence on agreement has largely 

held up, the same cannot be said for the lack of conceptual influence. Bock & Cutting 

(1992) found diat conceptual factors could indeed affect the agreement process under 

certain conditions. They compared items such as (14): 

(14a) sp The jury for the trials... 
(14b) sp The judge for the tnals... 

and found that items such as (14a), where the head noun is conceptually plural (though 

grammatically singular) led to higher error rates than items such as (I4b). This was taken 

as evidence that conceptual factors can indeed sometimes govern the agreement process. 

Further, Vigiiocco and colleagues were successful in demonstrating a conceptual effect in 

Italian (Vigiiocco, Butterworth & Semenza, 1995), Spamsh (Vigiiocco, Butterworth & 

Garrett, 1996), and French and Dutch (Vigiiocco, Hartsuiker, Jamera & Kolk, 1996b). 

Eberhard (1999) was able to demonstrate the effect in Engh'sh, and explains the prior 

difficulty in demonstrating this effect in English as being related to the concreteness and 

imageability of the distributed referent NPs used in. prior experiments. She argued that 

when conceptual information determines die agreement process, it is essentially over

riding the grammatical information present, and abstract distributed referent NPs simply 

do not create a strong enough conceptual representation of plurality to do this. 
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As mentioned above, these data make it rather untenable to view agreement as 

purely syntax driven process. Under the right circumstances, conceptual information 

about the number of the head noun, phrase can also drive the agreement process. But 

what does this tell us about the production system as a whole? While it is the case that 

these findings put a chink in the armor of claims that conceptual, syntactic, and 

phonological processing are strictly delimited domains, it is still supportive of the 

architecture specified in the production model adopted here (Fig. I). Eberhard (1997) 

argues that the fact that both grammatical and conceptual number can govern agreement 

simply gives further credence to claims that place the agreement process squarely at the 

functional level of processing (Bock & Cutting, 1992). Recall that at the functional 

level, the utterance-to-be is represented as lemmas ~ abstract word representations that 

contain semantic information and basic syntactic category information, and markers 

delineating roles such as subject, object, etc. Lemmas are, of course, selected to 

specifically capture the intended meaning of the concepts at the message level, and 

therefore it is at this stage of processing that conceptual factors should be expected to 

influence agreement. Recall that Bock & Cutting (1992) and Nicol and Barker (1996) 

also found evidence for agreement takmg place at the functional level. In both, studies, it 

was found that simple linear distance between head nouns and distractor nouns was not 

relevant to the incidence of agreement errors (as would be expected if agreement was a 

positional level process), but instead was governed by syntactic proximity, likely 

specified at the fimctional level of processing. 
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What do these data have to say about exactly how agreement, and by extension 

syntactic relationships between lexical items in general, are computed? Unfortunately 

they say little. The proposals by both Vigliocco & Nicol (1995) and Eberhard (1997) are 

too underspecified to be distinguishable based on the above evidence. Concerning 

conceptual effects, Vigliocco & Nicol's (1995) proposal could simply say that the head 

NP node can sometimes receive its number specification from message level information, 

and then this feature is simply mistakenly copied to the verb as in the usual case of an 

error. Similarly, Eberhard (1997) would merely point out that, being a probablistic 

process based on activation of number features associated with head nouns, message 

level information about number can, when concrete and imageable enough, boost 

activation of a plural number feature associated with the head noun. Similarly, the 

findings concerning syntactic constraints on the likelihood of errors are easily handled by 

bodi proposals. We will return to this issue later as the work presented in this paper 

warrants. 

While the summary of number agreement work presented above is not exhaustive, 

it does cover nearly all of the general issues that this paradigm has been used to try and 

elucidate. But there are remainmg questions concerning both the implementation of 

agreement itself, and their relevance to processing with the production system mote 

generally. There are two maia threads that have been pursued in previous research. One 

concerns the effects that the syntactic enwonment in which head and distractor nouns 

appear has on agreement processing. The second concerns what other potential sources 

of information about number can be used to compute agreement, both 
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conceptual/semantic and phonological. More specifically, the question has been whether 

a phrase which is grammatically marked as singular can still be construed for the 

purposes of agreement as plural if the phrase as a whole implies plurality (e.g. 'The 

picture on the postcards.,/ or 'The Jury at the trial...') or if it contains phonological 

information typically correlated with plurality (e.g. "The player on the course..."). As 

discussed above, the short answer to these questions is that the syntactic environment 

plays a strong role in processing, and number information from conceptual sources, 

though not phonological sources, can also play a role. 

A separate question, and one that may be of specific interest for discriminating 

between proposals of how agreement is actually implemented, is whether non-syntactic 

factors not involving number perse can also attract agreement errors away from the head 

noun in the same way that syntactic factors can. As discussed at length above, simply 

having a plural feature on the distractor noun will cause a certain percentage of errors 

(e.g. Bock & Miller, 1991). This percentage can be reduced if the distractor noun is 

placed in a position which makes it syntactically more distant from the head (e.g. Bock 

& Cutting, 1992; Nicol, 1995; Nicol & Barker, 1996). But, given the same syntactic 

context, and barring any potential mfluences of other possible sources of information 

about number (conceptual/semantic and phonological), what other kinds of variables can 

play a role in the proper implementation of agreement? Recall that we earlier pointed out 

that the agreement process can. essentially be cast as a competition for control of the verb 

between the head noun and the non-head noun. Usually, the head noun manages to 
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(correctly) win, but not always. In situations where we carmot point to conceptual factors 

for the source of error, why is this exactly? What factors play a role in this competition? 

It's possible that nothing interesting plays a role at all. Given standard sentences that are 

not "loaded" in any particular way, the system may simply just have a roughly stable base 

error rate, as a consequence of background noise within the system, attentional 

limitations, or any number of other linguistically uninteresting factors. It is also possible, 

however, that there are many such factors. For instance, issues regarding how suitable a 

given noun is as a head noun may come into play. Or issues related to the confusability 

of the head and distractor noun may play a role. Or perhaps base rates of the frequency 

of the two nouns may affect processing. In short there are many potential factors which 

may play a role in this competition which, have nothmg at all to do with specifications of 

number per se, but instead may relate to more basic questions about how lexical 

representations are processed, how grammatical roles are assigned, and how 

dependencies are maintained and kept track of during production. Put another way, one 

can ask what kinds of factors cause the system to give undue weight to number features 

present on the distractor noun, and thus increase the likelihood that the agreement 

mechanism will select its number properties from the wrong noun in the complex noun 

phrase? The answers to this question will of course depend on exactly how the 

production system constructs sentences, and therefore by investigating these types of 

questions we can. hopefiilly further constrain the possible architecture of the system. 

Questions such as these above have in fact been addressed before with the 

agreement literature. In Bock and Miller^s (I99I) second experiment, they examined the 
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role of animacy in the agreement process. Their reasoning was as follows: animacy is 

highly correlated with subjecthood (Clark, 1965; MacWhinney, 1977) and therefore 

animacy can be considered a good 'cue' for subjecthood. If the agreement process 

identifies sentence subjects at least in part by reference to the kinds of 'primitive' 

semantic features they possess, rather than solely by reference to the role they have been 

assigned at the functional level of processing, then it should be the case that distractor 

nouns that possess semantic features (such as animacy) that are highly correlated with 

subjecthood should be more likely to lead to agreement errors than those that do not. 

Note that this is essentially the same line of thinking employed when looking for 

phonological effects based on the presence of phonological features typically correlated 

with plurality (Bock 8c Miller, 1991). Bock and Miller investigated this possibility by 

comparing sentences with animate head or distractor nouns, as in (15): 

(15a) sp (Animate Head Noun) The author of the speeches... 
(15b) sp (Animate Distractor Noun) The speech by the authors... 

They found no difference in error rates between these two types of preamble and 

concluded that the agreement process does not make reference to semantic features that 

may be correlated with subjecthood, but rather only operates on. the basis of the syntactic 

role (e.g. subject, object) that has beea specified at the fimctional level of processing. 

They found fiirther support for this notion by looking at sentence preambles which 

genuinely contained more than one subject noun, and varying the animacy of each, as in 

(16): 

16a) sp "The politfcfan that the flags adorned..." 
16b) sp "The flag thatthepoliticans adorned..." 
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Errors were much more likely in sentences such as (L6b), where the secondary subject 

was animate. So, while animacy did not appear to be able to override the syntactic role 

attached to a noun at the functional level, given two subjects within a preamble, am'mate 

subjects did indeed tend to attract agreement away from the inanimate subject noun 

which should have been controlling agreement. 

These studies get at the heart of the issues discussed above conceming what kinds 

of factors affect the competition between head and distractor nouns for control of the 

verb. Therefore, this study was used as a jumping off point for beginning to more fiilly 

explore these kinds of questions about production. We started by considering that there 

were effects of animacy that the Bock & Miller (1991) study may have missed. This is 

because that study only looked at a subset of the possible combinations of animacy (they 

considered only Animate Head-Inanimate Distractor, and the reverse case). Since 

animacy is so intricately linked with subjecthood, it is possible that the basehne 

conditions for each of these two conditions are different; that is, sentences in which both 

nouns are animate may differ from those in which both are inanimate. This data would 

be necessary in order to fiilly interpret the crossed animacy conditions presented in Bock 

& Miller (1991). Further, since animacy is so highly correlated with subjecthood, it 

could be the case that most of its effects will be centered not on the animacy of the 

distractor noun per se, but rather of the subject-noun itself. Bock and Eberhard's (1992) 

results are somewhat similar to this in that they found that while singular collective nouns 

did not serve well as error inducing distractor nouns as in (17a), these same singular 
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collective nouns did increase error rates compared to controls when used in the head noun 

position, in conjunction with a syntactically plural distractor noun, as in (I7b): 

C17a) ss The tnal by the Jury... 
(17b) sp The Jury at the trials... 

Our first goal then was to test a set of items that were fully counterbalanced in terms of 

the animacy of the head and distractor nouns. Based on the results of this study, we then 

explored four other factors relevant to the question of competition between head and 

distractor nouns. 

Overview of Experiments 

This work began with a more thorough investigation of the issues of animacy 

investigated by Bock & Miller (1991) regarding the degree to which having head-like 

features on the distractor noun, (or un-head like features on the head noun) will lead the 

system into mistakenly looking to the wrong noun for information about number. 

Therefore, Experiment I consists of a replication of Bock & Miller (1991) using a set of 

items in which the head and distractor nouns were fiilly crossed in terms of animacy. The 

results of this study pointed us in the direction of investigating the more general question 

of the potential for semantic confiisability between the two nouns, and the effects this had 

on processing. Animacy is but one of many semantic features that two nouns may share, 

and it may be the case that the degree of semantic overlap between nouns more generally 

is relevant to the competition for control of the verb. Therefore, in Experiment 2 we 

specifically manipulated the general degree of semantic overlap between the nouns in the 
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sentence. Experiment 3 provides both a control study for the previous two experiments, 

and an investigation of the extent to which sentence level (as opposed to lexical level) 

semantic factors play a role in the agreement process. A possible confounding factor in 

the each of the first two studies is the degree to which each of the nouns possesses a 

plausible semantic relationship with the sentence predicate. Therefore we specifically re

investigated the items firom Experiment I with regard to this factor. In addition to 

establishing an important control for experiment one, this study is also relevant to larger 

questions of the incrementality of the production system. 

Experiments four and five move to a fiirther exploration of possible role of 

phonological factors in the competition for control of the verb. As with Experiment 3, 

Experiment 4 serves a dual role, both as a control for previous experiments, and as an 

investigation of the degree to which phonological factors play a role in the 

implementation of agreement. It could be that any factor which increases the general 

confiisability of the two nouns will disrupt processing. So in experiment four we 

mampulated the degree of phonological overlap between nouns, in order to see whether 

this factor would also affect error rates. This study also fiirther addresses the possible 

rote of phonological factors more generally in. the agreement process. Lastly, experiment 

five provides a second investigation of the possible rote of phonological factors. In this 

study we manipulated the surface frequency of the head and distractor nouns. Frequency 

effects are typically viewed as being localfeed to the lexeme level of representation, and 

therefore we should only expect to find efiects of this variable if phonological 

representations come into play durmg the computation of agreement. 
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Ultimately, these studies provide support for two main aspects of the standard 

production model: the incrementality of processing and the lack of significant feedback 

from the phonological encoding level to the fimctional level. However, it will also be 

argued that they support a divergence from the production model adopted here, in that 

they may support the case for feedback between the functional and message levels, and 

the existence of distributed representations of meaning at the conceptual level. In 

addition, it will be argued that they support Eberhard's (1997) activation account of the 

implementation of agreement. 
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EXPERIMENT 1; Animacv 

Our goal in the first experiment was to more fiilly investigate the possible role of 

animacy in the implementation of agreement, by investigating a set of items which 

consisted of all possible combinations of animacy. Recall that in Bock & Miller's (1991) 

original study, only half of the possible animacy combinations were investigated: 

animate head, inanimate distractor and inanimate head, animate distractor. While they 

did not find any effects of animacy, it is possible that there are different baseline error 

rates for items with animate vs. inanimate subject nouns, thus possibly masking relevant 

interactions. The relevance of this to more general issues in production lies in questions 

concerning how sentence subjects are acmally specified in the early stages of processing. 

If the specification of grammatical roles is affected by probablistic information, then one 

should expect difficulties to arise when processing sentences in which the non-subject 

nouns are actually laden with features that are highly correlated with subjecthood, such as 

animacy. If, on the other hand, grammatical role assignment is blind to the probabilities 

and likelihoods with which particular nouns may play particular grammatical roles, then 

we should not expect any processing difficulties to arise based on this variable. 

This initial study was to a large extent exploratory, and meant to lay the 

groundwork for further work, so we did not enter into it with firm predictions. Based 

upon the logic involved in the original Bock & Miller (1991) work, four basic outcomes 

present themselves. First, it is possible that items with animate distractor nouns wiE have 

higher error rates than those with inanimate distractors, due to the fact that the processes 

involved in specifying agreement are fooled into looking to the distractor noun for 
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number infonnation because it possesses semantic features usually correlated with 

subject-hood. On the other hand, it could be that it is primarily the animacy of the 

subject noun that is of most importance, predicting that preambles with animate subject 

nouns would be less prone to error than those with inanimate subject nouns because, due 

to the correlation between animacy and subjecthood, animates make better subjects. In 

other words, it is not that animate nouns prefer to be subjects, but rather that subjects 

prefer to be am'mate. Regardless of the character of the distractor noun, processing may 

simply be made more difEcult any time a speaker is faced with an unlikely or 

uncharacteristic subject noun. Third, there could be an interaction between these two 

factors, whereby both of the above would play a role in processing. Finally, the null 

effect found by Bock & Miller (1991) may represent the true state of affairs. If the 

mecham'sms involved in implementing agreement look only to the specified grammatical 

role of the nouns in the sentence, rather than to the specific semantic or conceptual 

features associated with these nouns, then factors such as animacy should be completely 

irrelevant to processing here. 

Method 

Participants, Sixty-four University of Arizona undergraduates participated in the 

study for course credit 

Materials, Twenty-four sentence preamble octuplets were constructed in which 

the subject noim was singular, the distractor noua was either singular or plural, the 

subject noun was either animate or inanimate, and the distractor noun was either animate 
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or inanimate. Each octuplet was assigned two target predicate words, one for the animate 

headed items and one for the inanimate headed items. This was necessary due to the 

difficulty of finding predicates that work equally well with both am'mate and inanimate 

nouns. An example octuplet can. be seen in (18). The sentence codes are as follows: 

(AA) = animate subject, animate distractor; (AI) = animate subject, inanimate distractor; 

(H) = inanimate head, inanimate distractor; (lA) = inanimate head, animate distractor; 

(SS) = singular subj'ect, singular distractor; (SP) = singular subj'ect, plural distractor). 

18a) 
18b) 

AA-ss 
AA-sp 

The girl behind the teacher... 
The girl behind the teachers... 

smart 
smart 

O
O

 
O

O
 

AI-ss 
AI-sp 

The girl behind the desk... 
The girl behind the desks... 

smart 
smart 

O
O

 
O

O
 

E-ss 
n-sp 

The blackboard behind the desk... 
The blackboard behind the desks... 

erased 
erased 

O
O

 
O

O
 

lA-ss 
EA-sp 

The blackboard behind the teacher... 
The blackboard behind the teachers... 

erased 
erased 

These items were counterbalanced across eight presentation lists, such that each variant 

appeared on a different list. Due to the large number of items and conditions in this 

study, the counterbalancing was done in such a way that head noun animacy was a 

between subj'ects variable and this allowed us to only conduct items analyses on the data. 

For reasons we will discuss below we do not believe that this factor influenced our 

results. In addition to the experimental items, there were also sixty-four other items 

which comprised a separate experiment (not reported on herein) and a number of fiUer 

items which served to balance the number of sentences with singular and plural subject 

nouns. 
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Procedure. The procedure for this study is used throughout this dissertation, and 

thus it will be described ia full detail here, and then referred back to in subsequent 

studies. Figure 2 presents a schematic of the item presentation for the study. All items 

were displayed visually in the following manner: a &cation cross was first presented in 

the center of the screen for 300 milliseconds. This was then replaced by the target 

predicate word which remained on the screen for 600 ms. Finally, this was replaced by 

the sentence fragment which remained on the screen for 1200 ms. K blank screen was 

displayed for roughly 100 ms in between each change in the visual display. Subjects 

were instructed to read the target predicate word and sentence fragment silently to 

themselves and to then speak aloud a complete sentence beginning with the sentence 

fragment and including the predicate word somewhere within the completion. Subjects 

moved on to the next item by pressing the space bar of an ordinary keyboard, and no 

constraints were placed upon the length of their responses or the speed at which they 

proceeded to the next item. Subjects were simply told to try to repeat the stems back as 

accurately as possible. The items were presented visually on a computer using the 

DMDX system developed by J.C. Forster and BC.!. Forster at the University of Arizona. 

Subj'ect responses were recorded on audio cassette tape. 

Scoring. Subj'ect responses were transcribed by research assistants who were 

unaware of the specific manipulations involved in the study. Responses were then scored 

by placement into 7 categories as follows (in order to provide examples to exemplify 

each of the coding categories,^ we will refer to the target item <mfssing/The key to the 

cabinets>): 
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Correct responses TO: the participant repeated the sentence fragment accurately, 

included the target predicate in their completion, and used a correctly inflected verb (e.g. 

The key to the cabinets was missing); Agreement Error fAGl: requirements for the 

accuracy of the sentence fragment and predicate are the same as above, but a verb which 

did not agree in number with the subject was used(e.g. The key to the cabinets were 

missing); Uninflected (ID: Accuracy again as above, but a verb was used that was not 

inflected for number (e.g. The key to the cabinets appeared to be missing); Reading 

error (R): an error was made in the repetition of the sentence fragment or predicate that 

did not involve the number specification of the nouns. This classification trumps any 

consideration of whether the verb is correctly inflected or not (e.g. The key to the 

cupboards was missing); Number reading error CNR): an error was made specifically 

involving the number specificatiott of one (or both) of the nouns in the sentence 

fragment. This classifTcation also trumps any consideration of whether the verb is 

correctly inflected (e.g. The key to the cabinet was missing); Miscellaneous (M): one or 

multiple errors made that either fundamentally change the nature of the sentence 

fragment or simply make it difBcult to be sure what was intended. (e.g. The Ixy was in 

the cabinet before it was missing); Skipped fSK"): the participant does not provide a 

completion for the utterance or does not even repeat back the preamble at all. For the 

purposes of analysis, these last four categories are sometimes collapsed into one, and this 

is termed the Other (OTH) category. This category represents any response which 

indicates that the subjects had some sort of problem in even repeating back the preamble 
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or predicate correctly, and thus can be thought of as an. index for measuring general, non-

agreement related processing difficulties. 

Results 

The results can be seen in Table L A two (head noun animacy, animate vs. 

inanimate) by two (distractor noun animacy, animate vs. inanimate) by two (distractor 

noun number, singular vs. plural) ANOVA was conducted on correct responses (C), 

agreement errors (AG), uninflected responses (U), and Other (0) responses. As 

mentioned above, due to limitations based on counterbalancing, only subject analyses 

were possible on these data. 

For agreement errors (AG), there was a main effect of distractor noun number 

(F(l,46)=59.22, p<.00l), an interactfon of distractor noun number and subject noun 

animacy (F(l,46)=5.33, p<.03), and an interaction of head and distractor noun animacy 

(F(l,46)=3.84, p<.05). There was also a near significant main effect of head noun 

animacy (F(l,46)=3.69, p<.06) and a near significant three-way interaction of all 

variables (F(l,46)=3.51, p<.06). Due to the fact that there was only one agreement error 

ia the SS (singular head noun, singular distractor noun) condition across the entire 

experiment, it is simpler to deal with the 2 way interaction that omits distractor noua 

number from consideration. Since the baseline in all four animacy conditions is 

essentially zero, it seems unnecessary to consider the SS conditions ia the interactions. 
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and therefore these will not be dealt with further. All other effects were insignificant (all 

Ps<.5) 

For the correct (C) responses, there was only a main effect of distractor noun 

number (F(I,46)=37.43, p<.00 L). No significant differences existed for the uninflected 

GJ) responses, and only a main effect of distractor noun number was found for the 'other* 

(0th) responses (F(l,46)=12.83, p<.Ol). This latter effect is due mostly to the fact that 

speakers are much more likely to omit a plural ending on a noun, than they are to add 

one, thus leading to there being inherently more possibility for errors on SP items than SS 

items. 

Discussion 

The results of this experiment present us with a bit of a conundrum. On the one 

hand, it seems clear that animacy is having an effect on error rates. There is a near main 

effect of head noun animacy overall as well as a significant interaction of head and 

distractor noun animacy. On the other hand, the pattern suggested by the interaction of 

head and distractor noun animacy is not easily explained within the predictions we laid 

out for the experiment. To try and unravel this problem, we will consider each of the 

findings in turn. First, it is clear that the animacy of the distractor noun, in and of itself, 

does not affect error rates. In line with Bock & Miller's (1991) original findings, animate 

distractor nouns were no more likely to cause errors than inanimate ones, as evidenced by 

the complete lack of a main effect for distractor noun animacy (if we collapse across 

conditions, we see that items with animate distractor nouns led to 28 errors, while those 
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with inanimates led to 33). Oa the other hand, the animacy of the subject noun does 

appear to play a role, as there was a marginal main effect of head noun animacy, and a 

significant interaction with distractor noun animacy (collapsing across conditions, we see 

that items with animate subjects led to 22 errors while those with inanimate subjects led 

to 39 errors). Having an animate noun in subject position appears to provide some 

insulation against the possibility of making an error. At this point it is necessary to 

address the issue of the balancing of items in this experiment which we mentioned above, 

and why we do not believe this affected our results. First, there are no effects of animacy 

for either the uninflected (U) or other (OTH) response categories. If the two groups of 

subjects were behaving differently, it is unclear why this difference would manifest itself 

only in the number of agreement eaors made, and not in other response categories. 

Second, the filler items were identical for all participants, and there were no differences 

in performance on these items across the two groups of subjects. 

The interaction between subject and distractor noun animacy is more difficult to 

account for, since the pattern of results does not fit the kind of interaction that we would 

have predicted based on our initial assumptions about the role animacy could be playing. 

For instance, an interaction in which animate distractornouns caused more errors only for 

sentences with, inanimate subjects would be easily explainable, since this follows from 

our predictions about the role animacy might be playing in each noun position. The 

pattern of results we obtained, paints a very different picture though, in that it is the "H" 

condition that leads to by far the most errors. None of our initial assumptions would 

predict that this condition should be the most problematic for subjects, and this caused us 
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to take a second look at our assumptions and focus on one particular potential confound 

within our manipulation: the general semantic overlap of the nouns in the sentence 

preamble. 

Recall that the initial impetus for this experiment was an interest in looking at a 

fiilly counterbalanced set of animacy conditions. Since Bock & Miller (1991) looked 

only at cases in which the animacy of the two nouns mismatched (AI and lA conditions) 

it was possible that they were overlooking different baseline error rates for animate vs. 

inanimate subject nouns. But by using a fiilly counterbalanced set of animacy items, we 

introduced a possibly confounding factor into the mam'pulation. Animacy is but one 

semantic feature, and it is likely that pairs of animate or inanimate nouns may have 

considerable overlap of other semantic features as well. Of specific importance here is 

that, on average, pairs of animate or inanimate nouns will have substantially more 

overlap than pairs contaimng one animate and one inanimate noun. We were able to 

informally verify this for the items within this particular experiment. Fifteen subjects 

(who did not participate in the original experiment) were asked to rate the semantic 

overlap of the noun pairs used in the sentences on a scale of one to seven (where one 

equaled no overlap and seven equaled synonymy). The specific results can been seen in 

Table 2. The important finding was that noun pairs that matched in animacy were 

generally judged to have more semantic overlap than pairs in which one was animate and 

one was inanimate. 

It is possible that the degree of semantic overlap between the subject and 

distractor nouns may be an independent source of variance in error rates. The argument 
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for animacy as a potential variable in agreement (put forward by Bock and Miller, 1991) 

suggests that the production system may identify subjects, at least partly, by reference to 

a statistical record of what kinds of semantic features are usually associated with 

subjecthood. An additional question is whether, in any specific sentence, subject 

identification can be made more difificult when the subject noun shares many semantic 

features with the distractor noun. This question gets at the issue of the type and degree of 

interaction between lexical representations that are simultaneously active, rather than the 

issue of statistical biases in the way the system functions as a whole. If the degree of 

semantic overlap between nouns in the complex noun phrase indeed plays a role in the 

agreement process, then this factor will likely have contributed variance to the present 

experiment, and may help to explain the present pattern of results. Therefore, in 

Experiment 2 we specifically investigate the role of semantic overlap in the agreement 

process. 
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EXPERIMENT 2: Semantic Overlap 

The purpose of this experiment was to investigate whether the degree of semantic 

overlap between head and distractor nouns in a complex NP would have an effect on the 

likelihood of an agreement error during sentence production. If the agreement process is 

sensitive to this factor, this will be relevant to our interpretation of the results of 

Experiment I. In addition, this study will provide evidence concerning the nature of 

semantic representations at the functional level of processing more generally. 

Method 

Participants. Forty-eight University of Arizona undergraduates participated in 

this study for course credit. 

Materials, Thirty-two sentence fragment quadruplets were constructed in which 

the subject head noun was singular, the distractor noun was either singular or plural, and 

the head and distractor nouns had either high or low semantic overlap. High overiap 

nouns were those which had substantial overlap of semantic features (e.g. sailboat/canoe). 

These ranged from synonyms to simply super-ordinate or subordinate category relations. 

Each quadruplet was also assigned an adjective or past tense verb which would serve as 

the target predicate for the sentence completion the subjects would be asked to provide. 

An example quadruplet is shown in (19). The new sentence codes are as follows: High = 

high degree of semantic overlap; Low = low degree of semantic overlap. 

I9a) SS-High The canoe by the sailboat.... damaged 
I9b) SP-High The canoe by the sailboats... damaged 
I9c) SS-Low The canoe by the cabin... damaged 
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I9d) SP-Low The canoe by the cabins... damaged 

The plausibility with which each noun could be related to the target predicate was kept 

roughly equal across all the items, and nearly all of the items contained nouns which were 

either both animate, or both inanimate. These items were counterbalanced across four 

presentation lists such that each variant appeared on a different list and equal tokens of 

each sentence type appeared on each list. In addition, there were 48 other items which 

were part of a separate experiment (not reported herein), and 10 filler items which were 

used to equalize the number of sentence preambles with singular and plural head nouns. 

Procedure and Scoring. Both were equivalent to Experiment I. 

Results 

Results. The results can be seen in Table 3. Two analyses of variance were 

conducted, one with subjects (Fl) and one with items (F2) as the random variable. A two 

(distractor noun number. Singular vs. Plural) by two (degree of semantic overlap. High 

vs. Low) ANOVA conducted on the agreement error (AG) class of responses revealed a 

significant main effect of distractor noun number (Fl(l,45) = 47.57, p<.001; 

F2(l,3l)=64.88, p<.00l), semantic overlap (Fl(l,45)=l4.03, p<.00l; F2(l,3l)=l0.l9, 

p<.003), and an interaction of the two (Fl(l,45)=9.24, p<.004; F2(l,31)=12.02, p<.002). 

A similar analysis on the correct responses (C) revealed essentially identical results; a 

significant main effect of distractor noun number (Fl(l,45) = 63.74, p<.001; 

F2(1,3I)=58.9, p<.00l), semantic overlap (Fl(l,45)=l0-53, p<.002; F2(l,31)=9.02, 

p<.005), and an interaction of the two (Fl(l,45)=527, p<.03; F2(l,31)=4.89, p<.05). 
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There were too few (U) responses to warrant an analysis. Analysis of the (0th) responses 

revealed only a main effect of distractor noxra. number (Fl(l,45)=25.3l, p<.001; 

(F2(l,3l)=27.02, p<.00l), with all other F's < 1.3. This effect is again due simply to the 

fact that subjects are much more likely to omit an existing plural feature on the distractor 

noun than they are to add a plural feature which was not present in the preamble, thus 

making the 'sp' items inherently more prone to number reading errors. 

Discussioit 

These results clearly support the proposal that the degree of semantic overlap 

between nouns within the complex noun phrase can affect error rates. Subjects were 

nearly twice as likely to make an agreement error when the nouns had a high degree of 

semantic overlap than when they had a low degree of overlap. One possible alternative 

explanation for this finding is that the difference in error rates had nothing to do with the 

effects of semantics on the agreement process per se, but rather was due simply to a 

general increase in difficulty or memory load caused by the ease of confiisability of the 

two nouns. However, if this were true, one would expect that all types of errors (e.g. 

repetition errors, nonsensical sentence completions) should be more common for the high 

semantic overlap items, rather than being restricted to only agreement errors. But we 

found no effect of semantic overlap for the other (OTH) responses. Increased difficulty 

was demonstrated only with regard to agreement errors. 
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The strong effect of semantic overlap demonstrated here necessitates a 

reconsideration of the results of Experiment I, and we believe that this finding in fact 

makes those results much clearer. 

Re-evaluation of Experiment L 

Recall that Experiment L left us with an interaction of subject and distractor noun 

animacy that was not easily explainable within our existing assumptions about the 

possible role that animacy might play in agreement. Most striking was the unexpected 

finding that the (II) condition led to the most agreement errors (see Table I for the overall 

results). While the interaction was difficult to explain, we were left with two clear main 

effects: (I) the animacy of the distractor noun was not, in and of itself, predictive of error 

rates and (2) the animacy of the subject noun was predictive, with sentence preambles 

with inanimate head nouns leading to significantly more errors than those with animate 

head nouns. Together with, the results of Experiment 2, this suggests that our 

characterization of the independent variables was incorrect. Rather than simply 

characterizing whether the subject and distractor nouns are animate or not, what is 

relevant is (1) whether the subject noun is animate, and (2) whether the distractor noun 

matches or mismatches the subj'ect in ammacy. Two nouns which match in ammacy are 

on average going to have more semantic overlap than two nouns which do not, and 

therefore, fbllowing from the results of Experiment 2, we should expect preambles 

containing nouns which match in animacy (H, AA) to lead to more errors than those with 

noims that mismatch in animacy (lA, AI). 
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To investigate this possibility, we re-categorized the conditions from Experiment 

I as outlined above. A two (head noun animacy, ammate vs. inanimate) by two (animacy 

match, head and distractor nouns match vs. mismatch in animacy) by two (distractor 

noun number, singular vs. plural) ANO VA on the data from Experiment I revealed a near 

significant main effect of subject noun animacy (F(l,46)=3.68, p<.06); a main effect of 

animacy match (F(l,46)=3.83, p<.05); and of course a main effect of distractor noun 

number (F(l,46)=59.27, p<.00l). There was no interaction of head noun animacy and 

animacy match at all (F <.49). Interpreted in this way, the results of Experiment I are 

much more clear. Two additive factors appear to be at play in this experiment. First, 

items with nouns that match in animacy (we will call these "+ match") have higher error 

rates than those that do not. Second, it is also true that items which have inanimate head 

nouns ("-I- inanimate head") are overall more likely to produce errors than those which 

have animate head nouns. These two factors can additively affect error rates, such that an 

item with the characteristics <+match> and <+inanimate head> will be the most 

susceptible to errors, while an item which is <-match> and <-inanimate head> will be the 

least. Items which have either characteristic will likely fall somewhere in between. This 

is in fact the pattern of errors here, and a recoded example of the data can be seen in 

Table 4. Note that the H (++) condition has the most errors, the AI (—) the least, while 

the other two conditions (-+,+-) fall m. between. One way analyses of variance confirmed 

that the II (+-,+) condition had significantly more errors than the AI (-,-)condition (F(l,46) 

= 655, p<.02). As would be expected, the AA and lA conditions were intermediate, and 

did not differ significantly from either the II or AI conditions: the H condition had 
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marginally more errors than either the AA(-+) condition (F(l,46)=2.43, p<.U) or IA(+-) 

condition (F(l,46)=2.52, p<.l2) and the AI condition did not differ significantly from 

either the lA or AA conditions (F's <12) 

Taken together, these results suggest that both semantic overlap and head noun 

animacy additively affect agreement error rates. This argues strongly that semantic 

features associated with lexical items are in competition at the stage at which agreement 

is computed, and that the agreement mecham'sm is sensitive to this competition. 

Though it seems clear that the agreement process is sensitive to lexical semantics 

(or at least semantic similarity of lexical items), an obvious follow up question is whether 

"sentence level" semantic information can also affect the agreement process. What we 

mean by "sentence level" is the type of semantic relationship which is expressed through 

the relations between lexical items, rather than in the lexical entries themselves. Our 

question is whether semantic information of this type can have an impact on processes 

involved in grammatical encoding processes such as agreement. One specific test of this 

is whether the degree to which both nouns in the complex noun phrase bear plausible 

relations to the sentence predicate is predictive of errors. If so, this would indicate that 

the agreement mechanism can receive input from high level semantic representations of 

the entire utterance, rather than being simply prone to interference by various lexical 

level semantic factors (e.g. animacy and semantic overlap) within the complex NP 

subject. In addition to addressing a potentially interesting question about the production 

system in general, it is possible that this very factor had an effect on the results of 

Experiment I: since we provided target predicates for each of our sentence preambles. 
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subjects were constrained to form a sentence on the basis of that predicate. It is possible 

that subjects would be more likely to make an error on items where both nouns in the 

complex noun phrase could plausibly be related to the predicate. Consider the examples 

in (20): 

(20a) Both nouns plausible: The boy near the dogs was rurming away 
(20b) Subj'ect only plausible: The boy near the trees was nmning away 

In (20a) both nouns could plausibly act as subjects for the sentence predicate, while in 

(20b) only the subject noun could. If the extent of interaction within the production 

system, extends beyond simple lexical level effects, and in fact allows the overall 

conceptual sentential representation to exert control over the agreement process, then this 

plausibility variable should affect agreement rates such that sentences like (20a) should 

be more prone to error than sentences like (20b). Thornton and MacDonald (1999) have 

reported preliminary data suggesting just such an effect; however, being preliminary, 

these results are difficult to interpret at present. In addition, Greenslit & Badecker (2000) 

found a similar effect in comprehension, but it is not clear whether these results would 

also be obtained in production. We turn to an examination of this variable in Experiment 

3. 
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EXPERIMENTS: PlausibUitv 

The purpose of this experiment was to investigate whether the agreement process 

is affected by the degree to which each of the nouns in the complex subject noun phrase 

bears a plausible relation to the sentence predicate. This is of immediate importance 

because this factor could have affected the results of Experiment I, and is of more 

general importance for demonstrating whether sentence level semantic/conceptual 

representations can interact with grammatical encoding operations such as agreement. 

Because we were specifically interested in whether this variable affected the results of 

Experiment I, we chose to run this study as a post-hoc examination of the items in that 

experiment. Although it is probably true that plausibility covaries with semantic overlap 

and animacy (e.g. two nouns with, a high degree of semantic overlap are more likely to be 

able to take the same predicate than two nouns with, strongly disparate semantic features), 

this covariance is not at all absolute. High semantic overlap nouns can often differ 

strongly in terms of how plausibly they relate to a predicate (e.g. The woman near the girl 

wflj teaching), and low semantic overlap nouns can often be equally plausibly related to 

the predicate (e.g. The boy near the tree was tall) Because of this, our items from 

Experiment I afforded a wide range of items across this plausibility scale. Therefore in 

the current experiment, we had independent raters Judge the plausibility with which each 

noun in our sentence preambles from Experiment 1 fit with the provided target 

predicates, and then used diese ratings to reevaluate the results. 
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Method 

Participants. Twenty-five University of Arizona undergraduates participated for 

course credit. None of these participants took part in Experiment I. 

Method, The nouns and target predicates from the items in Experiment I were 

extracted Grom their sentence contexts and presented as simple word pairs on a 

questionnaire sheet. The first word in the pair was always a noun, and the second was 

always the target predicate. Subjects were asked to rate how well they felt the first word 

in the pair "went with" the second word on a five point scale where (I) meant "they don't 

go together at all" and (5) meant "they go perfectly well together". In order to make it 

clear to the subjects what kind of judgement we were asking them to make, they were 

given specific examples of how we wanted them to approach the task. As an example, 

they were given the word pairs "dog/Tiungry" and "car/hungry" and told that they were to 

ask themselves, "Can a dog be hungry?", "Can a car be hungry?" and to rate the degree to 

which they felt they could answer yes to those questions. For these examples, the ratings 

should be (5) and (1) respectively. Ratings for each noun were then averaged across all 

25 subjects. 

Once all of the noun/predicate pairs were assigned a rating, we could then 

calculate a plausibility index for each item in Experiment I. By subtracting the average 

plausibility rating of the distractornoun from the average plausibility rating of the subject 

noun, we arrived at a "plausibility difference" score, which expressed the degree to which 

both nouns in the sentence bore plausible relations to the target predicate. An example 

pair of sentences with plausibility ratmgs is provided in Figure 3. This creates a 
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plausibility difference scale which can theoretically range from -4 to +4, with positive 

scores indicating the head is most plausible^ and negative scores indicating the distractor 

noun is most plausible. In practice, the actual range is from about -I to +4, since our 

items were of course all constructed such that the predicate bore at least a moderately 

plausible relation to the head. Items with scores close to zero represent those in which 

both nouns are plausibly related to the predicate, while items closer to +4 represent those 

items in which only the subject noun bears a plausible relation to the predicate. If this 

plausibility variable is relevant to agreement, then items with scores closer to zero should 

be more prone to error than items with scores closer to +4. After assigning each item its 

plausibility rating, we could then correlate this with the proportion of errors made on 

each item. 

Results 

A scatterplot of the data can be seen in Figure 4. Because there were essentially 

zero errors in the SS (singular head, singular distractor noun) sentence conditions, we 

restricted our analysis to the SP items only. As can be seen, our items provided a wide 

range of plausibility values, with a fairly equal distribution of ratings across the scale. 

Overall, 10% of the items had a score between -I and 0; 34% fell between .1 and I; 13% 

fell between LI and 2; 22% fell between 2.1 and 3; and 21% fell between 3.1 and 4. As 

can be seen in the figure, there was almost no relationship between die plausibility 

difference score and the percentage of agreement errors on a given item. A correlation 

analysis revealed a near zero relationship between the two variables. Spearman r=-.052. 
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Discussion 

Based on the results of Experiment 3, it does not appear that sentence level 

semantic information affects the agreement process. While semantic features at the 

lexical level demonstrated an impact in both Experiments I and 2, the plausibility of the 

NP-predicate relation did not. At the very least, we can certainly be confident that this 

variable did not affect our positive results in Experiment 1, and based on the near zero 

correlation found here, it is likely that this type of information is simply not available or 

relevant to the agreement mechanism. Taken together, these first three experiments 

indicate diat lexical-semantic features ofnoims within the subject NP (which are assumed 

to be present at the functional level of processing) can influence the processing of 

agreement, while the meaning of the entire utterance (assumed to be present at the 

message level of processing) do not. In the general discussion we will return to a more 

thorough examination of what these results have to say about the production system in 

general, and the agreement process in particular. 

In the meantime, we shall turn our attention to another arena, namely, the possible 

role of phonological factors in the agreement process. This question has relevance to 

larger questions concerning the architecture of the production system as a whole, 

specifically, the temporal separation of semantic/syntactic and phonological processing, 

and ia addition it is specifically relevant to our results in Experiment 2. Recall that ia 

Experiment 2 we demonstrated that the degree of semantic overlap present between the 

two nouns in the complex noun phrase was predictive of error rates. It is possible, 

however, that these results do not necessarily tell us anything interesting about semantic 
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processing at the functional level per se, but rather just reflect confusability of the two 

nouns in a complex, noun phrase. Perhaps ar^f factor which would make these two nouns 

difficult to discriminate might have the effect of increasing error rates, due to more 

general memory or attentional limitations. Recall that we did have some evidence 

suggesting that this was in fact not the case, since one would assume that difficulties 

arising from more general memory limitations would manifest themselves as errors of all 

kinds, and not simply as agreement errors. However, this line of reasom'ng is not 

conclusive, and it would strengthen the argument presented here if it could be shown that 

sources of confusability that would not be presumed to be present at the functional level 

of processing in fact do not affect error rates. A natural candidate for this type of 

confusability is phonological overlap, as the agreement process is presumed to take place 

prior to the introduction of phonological information (lexemes) to the utterance being 

formed. This manipulation can serve to provide additional evidence for the temporal 

separation of semantic/syntactic and phonological processing, and also serve as a control 

mam'pulation for our results in Experiment 2. 

We turn to an investigation of phonological factors in experiments 4 and 5. 
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EXPERIMENT 4; Phonological Overlap 

The purpose of this experiment was to investigate whether the degree of 

phonological overlap of nouns in the complex noun phrase affects the incidence of 

agreement errors. Considerable existing evidence supports the temporal separation of 

semantic and syntactic processing from phonological encoding (see Garrett, 1982; Bock 

& Miller, 1991; Levelt et al. 1999), with phonological encoding being ±e last stage of 

processing in the production system. Evidence regarding the possibility of feedback 

between the phonological encoding level of processing and prior stages of processing is 

mixed, and the existing evidence for feedback suggests that it is relatively weak (Dell et 

al., 1998). Recall that Bock & Miller (1991) specifically investigated the role of 

phonology in the agreement process itself, by looking at the processing of "pseudo-

plurals" and irregular plurals, and found no effects. An investigation of whether the 

degree of phonological overlap between nouns within the subject phrase can affect error 

rates will provide a flurther test of the temporal separation of the phonological encoding 

process. In addition, this will provide an important control for our results in Experiment 

2, where the degree of semantic overlap between nouns was found to have a strong effect 

on error rates. If these results were only indicative of very general memory or attentional 

limitations, one would predict that any factor which contributes to the confusability of the 

nouns within the subject phrase would increase the likelihood of errors. If however, they 

are truly indicative of specific processing constraints within the early stages of the 

production process, we should not expect phonological factors to affect the confusability 

of the nouns for the purposes of implementing agreement 
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Method 

Participants, Thirty-two Umversity of Arizona undergraduates participated in 

this study for course credit. 

Materials. Twenty-four sentence fragment quadruplets were constructed in which 

the head noun was singular, the distractor noun was either singular or plural, and the 

subject and distractor nouns were either phonologically similar or phonologically distinct. 

Unlike the semantic manipulation in Experiment 2, it was impossible to push 

phonological similarity to quite the same extreme. While it was possible to use nearly 

synonymous words in Experiment 2, the use of rhyming nouns in the present experiment 

is problematic, as it gives the sentence preambles a very unnatural, poem like quality (e.g. 

"The frog on the log...", "The bee near the tree"). As a compromise, we used noun pairs 

in which the two nouns either did or did not share the same onset. An example 

quadruplet is shown in (21). The new sentence codes are as follows: Sim = the two 

nouns are phonologically similar; Dis =the two nouns are phonologically distinct. 

2Ia) SS-sim The student near the statue... posing 
21b) SP-sim The student near the statues... posing 

2lc) SS-dis The student near the painting... posing 
21cO SP-dis The student near the paintings... posing 

Martin, Gagnon, Schwartz, Dell & Saffron (1996) found that the sharing of the first or 

second phoneme between intrusion errors and their intended target was the crucial 

phonological factor governing the occurrence of mixed errors, and thus our present 

manipulation should be robust enough to demonstrate phonological effects here if they 

are present. Each quadruplet was also assigned, an adjective or past tense verb to serve as 
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a target for the sentence predicate. The animacy of the nouns was controlled such that 

the distractor nouns always remained of the same animacy class for both the 'sim' and 

'dis' conditions. As a further control, roughly half of the word pairs contained the same 

number of syllables, while half did not, and this was always kept constant within any 

given experimental quadruplet. These items were counterbalanced across four 

presentation lists such that each variant appeared on a different list and equal tokens of 

each sentence type appeared on each list. In addition, there were 24 other items which 

were part of a separate experiment and 38 filler items which were used to roughly 

equalize the number of sentence preambles with singular and plural head nouns. 

Procedure and Scoring, Both were equivalent to Experiment L 

Results 

The results can be seen in Table 5. Two analyses of variance were conducted, 

one with subjects (Fl) and one with items (F2) as the random variable. A two (distractor 

noun number. Singular vs. Plural) by two (Phonological simitar noun pairs vs. 

Phonologically distinct noun pairs) ANOVA on the agreement error (AG) class of 

responses revealed a significant main effect of distractor noun number (Fl(l,31) = 23.73, 

p<.00l; F2(l,23) = 1526, p<.00l) and no other significant effects (all F's < 2.3). There 

was neither a main effect of phonologfcat similarity nor any interaction. This is not due 

to a lack of statistical powen as can be seen ia Table 5, there was if anything a ntmierical 

trend towards the phonologically distinct items inducing more errors. Analysis of the 

correct responses (C) revealed nearly identical results: a significant main effect of 
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distractor noun number (Fl(l,3l) = 14J8, p< .001; F2(l,23) = 20.51, p< .001) and no 

effects of phonological similarity (all F's < LI). No significant effects were found for the 

uninflected (U) responses (all F's < I), and the other (OT) responses revealed only a 

main effect of distractor noun number by items (F2(l,23) = 5.68, p<.03) with the subjects 

analysis falling short of significance (F < 2.2). A closer inspection of the other (OT) 

responses indicates that, as in previous experiments, this difference is driven by the 

number reading error category (NR), with subjects more likely to leave a plural ending 

off of a plural item than to add an ending onto a singular noun, thus making the SP items 

inherently more prone to these types of errors. No other sigm'ficant effects or interactions 

were found (all F's < .7). 

Discussion 

These results support previous research which has demonstrated that the 

agreement process does not appear to be affected by phonological information. They also 

support previous work which has shown a more general temporal separation between 

syntactic/semantic processing and phonological encoding. In addition, they help to 

clarify that otir results in Experiment 2 were not due simply to general memory or 

attentional problems in dealing with sentence in which the nouns are similar in some 

respect, and thus harder to process, or easier to confiise. Instead it would seem that it Is 

specifically the semantic overlap of nouns within the complex noun, phrase which causes 

difficulty for agreement, thus unplicating processes at the fimctional or perhaps the 

message level of representation. 
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It could be argued that our phonological manipulation here is relatively weak, 

especially compared to the degree to which we were able to push the semantic overlap 

variable in Experiment 2. This is certainly possible, and pitfalls such as these are always 

present whenever an argument based on null results is made. The work of Martin et al. 

(1996) does suggest that the present manipulation is arguably strong enough to produce 

phonological interference effects, however their work was done on the retrieval of single 

words, not the production of entire sentences. For this reason we will present a much 

stronger manipulation of phonological variables in Experiment 5, by using word 

frequency as our independent variable. Frequency effects in production have been tied to 

phonological encoding level effects (lexeme, not lemma level representations) 

(Jescheniak & Levelt, 1994; Levelt et al., 1999) and thus should not be expected to have 

any effect on the agreement process, given the results of Experiment 4 and prior work in 

this area. And unlike phonological overlap, word frequency is a rather "invisible" 

variable to experimental participants, which allows us to use word pairs which differ 

markedly on this metric. If phonological infbrmation is used or available during the 

processing of agreement, we should expect frequency to have a marked effect on 

processing, and we turn to this question in Experiment 5. 
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EXPERIMENTS: Word Frequency 

The purpose of Experiment 5 was to investigate whether the relative word 

frequencies of the nouns in the subject phrase would affect agreement error rates. Effects 

of word frequency have been isolated to phonological level processing (effects at the 

lexeme, not lemma level) (Dell, 1990; Jesheniak & Levelt, 1994; Nickels, 1995) and 

previous research has indicated that syntactic encoding in general, and agreement 

processing in particular, take place prior to phonological encoding (e.g. Bock & Miller, 

1991; Bock & Levelt, 1994). Therefore, we should not expect word frequency 

manipulations to impact the processing of agreement in the production system. Word 

frequency can be a particularly strong test of this aspect of the standard production model 

because very extreme sets of items can be used, which vary very strongly on this metric, 

[f phonological level processes are in fact relevant to the implementation of agreement, 

low frequency head nouns might be expected to be more prone to interference from the 

distractor noun than would high frequency head nouns, and thus lead to higher error rates. 

The underlying assumptton here is that plural features associated with high frequency 

nouns would be more strongly active than those associated with low frequency nouns. 

While Eberhard (1997) did not specifically outline this proposal in her activation model, 

it does follow naturally from typical assumptions regarding the relationship between 

frequency and level of activation (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1987). In order to most 

strongly test this possibility, we paired very high frequency head nouns with very tow 

frequency distractor nouns, as well as the reverse case. 
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Method 

Participants. Thirty-two University of Arizona undergraduates participated in 

this study for course credit. 

Materials. Twenty-four sentence fragment quadruplets were constructed in which 

the head noun was singular, the distractor noun was either singular or plural, and the head 

noun and distractor noun were either of high surface frequency or low surface frequency. 

Surface frequency for each noun was calculated using the Francis & Kucera (1984) 

corpus, and the combined total for a noun's appearance in both its singular and plural 

forms was used to arrive at the frequency measure. An example quadruplet is shown in 

(22). The new sentence codes are as follows: hi = high frequency head noun, low 

frequency distractor noun; Ih = low frequency head noun, high frequency distractor 

noun. As shown in the example, the same pair of nouns was used in the "hi' and 'Ih' pairs 

of each quadruplet, with the nouns simply exchanged in position. 

22a) SS-hl The gim near the vault. investigated 
22b) SP-hl The gun near the vaults investigated 

22c) SS-lh The vault near the gun investigated 
22cQ SP-lh The vault near the guns investigated 

Each quadruplet was also assigned an adjective or verb to serve as a target for the 

sentence predicate. The noun pairs in each item were controlled for animacy, such that 

both words were either animate or inammate. There were sixteen animate-animate pairs 

and eight inammate-inanimate pairs. The high frequency nouns had a mean combined 

surface frequency of 80.2 occurrences per million (OPNQ while the low frequency nouns 

had a mean surface firequency of 4.5 0PM (Francis & Kucera, 1984). 
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These items were counterbalanced across four presentation lists such that each variant 

appeared on a different list and equal tokens of each sentence type appeared on each list 

In addition, there were 24 other items which were part of a separate experiment and 38 

filler items which were used to roughly equalize the number of sentence preambles with 

singular and plural head nouns. 

Procedure and Scoring, Both were equivalent to Experiment 1. 

Results 

The results can be seen in Table 6. Two analyses of variance were conducted, 

one with subjects (FL) and one with items (F2) as the random variables. A two 

(distractor noun number. Singular vs. Plural) by two (high frequency head noun, low 

frequency distractor noun vs. low frequency head noun, high frequency distractor noun) 

ANOVA on the agreement error (AG) class of responses revealed a main effect of 

distractor noun number (Fl(l,3l) = 15.27, p<.00l; F2(I,23) = 29.75, p<.00l and no 

other significant effects (all Fs < .4). A similar analysis of the correct responses (C) 

revealed essentially identical results, a significant main effect of distractor noun number 

(Fl(l,31) = 19.32, p<.OOI; F2(l,23) = 19.85, p<.001) and no other significant effects (all 

Fs < .9). No significant effects were found for the uninflected (U) responses (all F's < I), 

and an analysis of the other (OT) responses revealed only a main effect of distractor noun 

number (Fl(I,31) = 5.50, p<.025; F2(l,23) = 6.55, p<.02) and no other significant effects 

(all Fs < .1). As in previous experiments, a closer examination of the other (OT) 
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responses reveals that this effect is driven by number reading errors (NR), which are 

more common in items with, plural distractor nouns. 

Discussion 

The results of this experiment support those of Experiment 4, and of prior work 

indicating that phonological factors are not a strong factor in the processing of agreement. 

Despite the fact that we used a strong manipulation of word frequency, no significant 

effects were found for this variable. In addition, this study is essentially a replication of a 

previous (less thoroughly controlled) experiment using the same items in which we also 

found no effects of frequency. While the interpretation of null results always presents 

certain problems, what seems clear is that phonological level processing is at best very 

weakly involved in the implementation of agreement, or in functional level processing 

more generally. And it should be noted that strong positive results were indeed found for 

the more general 'ss' vs. 'sp' conditions. The items in this experiment present extreme 

cases of frequency disparities between head and distractor nouns, and we were still 

unable to uncover significant effects for this variable. The larger implications for these 

results will be taken up in the general discussion. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Before launching into a discussion of what these results tell us about how 

agreement is computed, and by extension about the structure of the language production 

system more generally, let us first review the results of the five studies presented here. 

Recall that the overall logic of these experiments was to create situations in which two 

nouns in a complex subject noun phrase were competing for control over the form of the 

verb. We manipulated five variables in order to detennine what kinds of factors do and 

do not play a role in the resolution of this competition, and used these findings to make 

inferences about the underlying processes involved in sentence production. 

Recap of Results 

In Experiment I we manipulated the am'macy of the head and distractor nouns in 

the sentence preambles in order to explore a proposal made by Bock & Miller (1991) 

concerning the possible effects of animacy on sentence production processes. We 

replicated their finding that animate distractor nouns did not appear to draw agreement 

away from their heads, but found that the animacy did in fact seem to have other effects 

on agreement processing. First, preambles with animate head nouns were less susceptible 

to error than preambles with inanimate head nouns, regardless of the character of their 

respective distractor nouns. It also appeared that preambles ni which the animacy of the 

head and distractor nouns matched (AA,II) were more susceptible to error than those m 

which they mismatched (AIJ[A). One possible explanation for this result is that nouns 
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which match in animacy share more semantic features in common than nouns which 

mismatch in animacy, and this semantic conflisability leads to the increased error rates. 

We ittvestigated this specific proposal in experiment 2, and held off full discussion of 

Experiment 1 until this issue had been resolved. 

In Experiment 2 we directly manipulated the degree of semantic overlap between 

the head and distractor nouns in sentence preambles in order to more fully explore 

questions raised in Experiment L Preambles containing nouns with a high degree of 

semantic overlap were found to be far more susceptible to agreement errors than those in 

which the nouns were semantically distinct. This finding clarified results firom 

Experiment I which suggested that when the head and distractor nouns are matched for 

animacy they are more susceptible to error than when they are mismatched. These results 

also suggest constraints on the nature of the lexical representations in play during the 

grammatical encoding stages of production, and we will discuss these more fully below. 

Given the effects of semantic overlap found in Experiment 2, we were also 

interested in investigating other sources of semantic effects on agreement. While 

Experiment 2 demonstrated that lexical level semantic overlap between nouns in the 

complex noun phrase could affect error rates, it remained to be seen whether semantic 

information outside the complex subject NP would also affect the process. To this end, 

we investigated whether the degree to which the head and distractor nouns bore plausible 

relations to the sentence predicate affected the processing of agreement. If the agreement 

process is sensitive to such information, we should expect that sentence preambles in 

which both the head and distractor are both plausible arguments of the predicate should 
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relation. This variable is also of interest because it presented a potential confound to our 

results in Experiment I, due to the fact that we used different predicates within each item 

octet for the animate vs. inanimate headed items. This study was run as a post-hoc 

analysis of the results in Experiment I and revealed no such plausibility effects 

whatsoever. 

To briefly summarize the results of the semantic manipulations in Experiments I 

through 3, we found that the animacy of the head noun, and the semantic overlap between 

the head and distractor noun had reliable effects on the processing. The animacy of the 

distractor noun, and differences in the plausibility relations between the head and 

distractor nouns did not. 

In Experiment 4 we turned to phonological factors, and investigated whether the 

degree of phonological overiap between nouns in the complex noun phrase would aSect 

error rates. Previous and present work suggest that agreement likely takes place at the 

functional level of processing, prior to the phonological encoding stage of production, 

and therefore, we should not expect phonological factors to affect processing unless there 

is considerable feedback in the system firom the phonological encoding level. In addition, 

this study can provided an interesting control to Experiment 2, in that those results are of 

greater theoretical interest only if they are indeed demonstrating semantic interference 

effects, rather than just a more general increase m difficulty due to the presence of two 

nouns which are similar on some metric (semantic, phonological, etc.). We found no 

effect of phonological overiap on error rates. 
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la Experiment 5 we manipulated the combined surface frequency of the nouns in 

the complex noun phrase, in order to see whether high frequency distractor nouns would 

be more likely to create errors than, low frequency distractor nouns. Frequency effects 

have been shown to reflect phonological encoding level processes (lexeme retrieval) (e.g. 

Jeschem'ak & Levelt, 1994) and thus our reasoning in this experiment was identical to 

that in Experiment 4. To maximize the sensitivity of the study, we paired very high 

frequency distractor nouns with very low frequency head nouns, as well as the reverse 

case. In line with a previous study with this mampulation (Barker, Nicol & Garrett, 

1999), no effects of frequency were found. 

These data demonstrate an interesting split between the disruptability of the 

agreement process through the manipulation of semantic variables and phonological 

factors. This split fits nicely within the current conception of the standard production 

model, with phonological encoding being a late stage of processing, with little or no 

feedback to prior levels of processing. The nature of the semantic effects shown here 

support proposals that place agreement, at least primarily, at the functional level (Bock & 

Levelt, 1994; Eberhard, 1999) and suggest further constraints on the nature of the 

semantic representations at play during this stage, as well as on the flow of information 

through this level of processing. Di addition, these results speak to issues concerning the 

specific mechanism(s) involved m the implementation of agreement itselfj and it will be 

argued that they support the activatioa account put forward by Eberhard (1999). Each of 

these issues wilL be taken up m considerably more detail below. We will begin with the 
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more straightforward results of the work presented here, and move on to the more 

complex ones from there. 

Implications for the Production System 

Phonological vs. Semantic Effects 

What do these results suggest about the general architecture of the production 

system? The most straightforward result which can be taken from this group of studies is 

that it provides fiirther support for the temporal and processing split between the 

processes of phonological encoding and grammatical encoding. According to the 

standard production model, phonological encoding is a late stage of word or sentence 

production, and, in the case of sentence production, is carried out over representations 

which have ahready been assigned their syntactic roles, have been inflected, and have 

been temporally/linearly ordered as they will appear in the final realization of the 

utterance (Garrett, 1982; Bock & Levelt, 1994). The lack of phonological effects in tasks 

requiring the implementation of agreement is extremely telling for a number of reasons. 

First, consider just how strong a potential cue for agreement phonological 

information «in English. The existence of an /s/ or/z/ phoneme at the end of a noun is a 

massively regular statistical cue to plurality. One might think that it would take a 

concerted effort on the part of the production to not attend to this factor, and that carrying 

out agreement on the basis of surface phonological features would be the easiest and least 

resource demanding way for the production system to proceed. Also consider Just how 
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robust maay eSects associated with phonology are in language production studies. The 

firequency effect in picture naming is one of the oldest and most robust findings in 

psycholinguistics (Oldfield & Wingfleld, 1965; Wingfield 1968; Jeschem'ak & Levelt, 

1994), with high frequency words reUably named more quickly than low frequency 

words. Similarly, Stemberger & MacWhiimey (1986) found that slips of the tongue were 

more common in low frequency words compared to high frequency words. Phonological 

facilitation is easily demonstrated in picture-word interference tasks (see Levelt et al., 

1999 for a review) and of course sound exchange errors are quite common speech errors. 

So not only does phonological information actually have the potential to offer useful 

information to the agreement process, but it has shown itself to be extremely amenable to 

laboratory manipulation in many areas of language processing. It is therefore extremely 

interesting that phonological factors do not appear to produce reliable effects in studies of 

the implementation of number agreement during sentence production. 

Recall that Bock & Eberhard (1993) demonstrated that "pseudo-plurals" such as 

"course" did not fimction as effective distractor nouns for disrupting agreement, and that 

irregular nouns such as "childrea", which lack the regular plural marker /s/ or Izl were as 

effective in disrupting agreement as similar, but regularly marked, nouns such as "kids". 

In the experiments presented here, we demonstrated that the amount of phonological 

overlap between the nouns in the subject phrase was not at all predictive of the difficulty 

speakers have in correctly producing agreement. This is despite the fact that exactly this 

variable has been shown to be predictive of the likelihood with which speakers will make 

mixed errors in picture naming tasks (Martin et al, 1996). Further, we demonstrated that 
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preambles possessing very high frequency distractor nouns are not more prone to error 

than those with low frequency distractor nouns, and that preambles containing high 

frequency head nouns are no more insulated from errors than those with low frequency 

nouns. This is despite findings that low frequency words are in general more prone to 

interference from other words than are high frequency words (Stemberger & 

MacWhinney, 1986; Dell, 1990; Nickels, 1995). 

Taken together, our data supports previous work suggesting that agreement 

computation is carried out prior to the stage of phonological encoding. Despite the 

presence of phonological information which could theoretically affect, and even possibly 

be useful to, the implementation of agreement, phonology seems to play a small or non

existent role. It is likely that by the time the production system gets around to retrieving 

lexemes to map onto the skeleton of the utterance that has been created thus far, decisions 

concerning agreement have already been carried out. This interpretation is supported by 

prior work suggesting that agreement is specified early in the production process, and that 

information arriving after this specification has been made is unlikely to interfere (Barker 

& Nicol, 1996). Further, our data argue not only that agreement is carried out prior to 

phonological encoding, but that substantial feedback between the phonological and 

grammatical encoding levels of processing does not exist. As stated in the introduction, 

there is substantial data concerning these questions in the literature on the production of 

single words, and considerable support within studies of naturally occurring speech errors 

as well. Experimental studies of the production of agreement errors throw yet another hat 

into this ring, and the findings described here largely support prior work. 
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Incrementalitv and Local Processing 

The results of Experiment 3, the plausibility marupulation, argue in favor of an 

incremental view of the production system. Further, we argue that agreement is carried 

out "locally", based on elements present at the flmctional level during the time that the 

subject noun is being processed, rather than globally taking into consideration all aspects 

of the sentence being produced. Recall that incremental processing refers to the fact that 

as each piece of an utterance is "fimshed" being worked on at a given level of processing, 

it is immediately forwarded to the next level (Kempen & Hoenkamp, 1987; Kempen & 

Voss, 1989). The system does not need to wait for processing of the entire utterance to 

be completed at each level before continuing. Importantly, the system is not considered 

to be cascaded; processing on any given unit must finish before it is sent along to the next 

level. Exactly what constitutes "fim'shed" at each level of processing can become a 

thorny issue, but at the functional level at least, "fim'shed" is assumed to mean the full 

activation of a lemma representation (Levelt et al., 1994). 

Work by Nicol & Barker (1996) suggests that the unit of processing over which 

agreement is typically computed is the head noun phrase plus some small additional 

material, most typically one additional phrase. Recall the examples from (13), reprinted 

here for convenience: 

13a) sp The manager of the banks... 
13b) sp The manager of the large multinational banks... 
13c) ssp The manager of the loan department at the banks... 

Errors were equaEy likely in. (13a) and (13b) but less than one diird as likely in cases 

such as (13c). The explanation for this result is that the distractor noun must be present at 
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the same point in processing as the head noun in order for interference to occur, and that 

the more syntactically distant from the head noun one gets, the less likely that 

information will be simultaneously present at the time processing of the head noun is 

being done. In (I3c) the interfering information on the noun "banks" simply arrives too 

late for it to interfere with processing. Similar results were found in Bock & Cutting 

(1992) and Bock & Nicol (1995). 

If information from a truly plural noun such as "banks", which is simply waiting 

its turn at the previous level of processing, is unlikely to affect the processing of 

agreement due to it not being co-active with, the head noun during the time when 

agreement is computed, then perhaps our lack of plausibility effect is not very surprising. 

Recall that, in order for plausibility to exert its effect, the system would have to be 

making judgements about which noun, the head or the distractor, was most plausibly the 

head noun for the sentence predicate in any given case. This would not only require the 

agreement mecham'sm to consider rather high level semantic relationships between 

sentence constituents, but it might also require processing to be spanning more than one 

level of representation within the system, since the predicate may not be being processed 

simultaneously with the head. 

The present data argue that the agreement mecham'sm does not typically consult 

high, level semantic information about which noun is most likely the head noun, given the 

meaning of the entire utterance, instead it focuses specifically on what is relevant to it: 

the nxunber marking of the noun in the subject phrase. And when other nouns from 

within a complex subject phrase are being processed at the same time, there is a chance 
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for interference to occur. One possible objection to this view of the data is that 

conceptual effects requiring high level semantic analyses have in fact been documented, 

namely distributivity effects, ia which subject noun phrases which are conceptually plural 

but syntactically singular are found to cause higher rates of agreement errors ((Vigliocco, 

Butterworth & Semenza, 1995; Vigliocco, Butterworth & Garrett, 1996; Vigliocco, 

Hartsuiker, Jamera & Kolk, 1996b; Eberhard, 1999). We would argue that these data do 

not pose a problem for the above interpretation for two reasons. One, the distributivity 

effect involves information which is specifically about number at the conceptual level. 

Having conceptual information about plurality mistakenly drive the number marking of 

the subject noun phrase is a fundamentally different kind of error than one would expect 

from a plausibility effect. In our plausibility items, the subject phrases in the sentence 

preambles were both syntactically and conceptually singular. All plausibility could hope 

to do is draw "attention" away from the true head noun and focus it on the distractor 

noun, in which case the system would base the number of the verb on the wrong noun in 

the subject phrase. In the distributivity case, attention is not being drawn to the distractor 

noxm, instead, the entire complex noun, phrase is simply mistakenly receiving its number 

specification from the conceptual level of representation. In addition, the distributivity 

effect only requires a consideratioa of the relationship between the nouns within the 

complex noun phrase, and not across the entirety of the sentence, so these effects are not 

necessarily at odds with claims of local processing made above to begin with. 
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Representations and Processing at the Functional Level 

The most interesting and (unfortunately, the most difficult to explicitly account 

for) results presented in this thesis were the findings that (I) the degree of semantic 

overlap between nouns in the subject phrase strongly predicted the likelihood of 

agreement errors, and (2) having an animate noun in the head noun position appeared to 

insulate against errors. The factors underljdng these effects are most likely related to the 

nature of the lexical representations over which agreement is computed, and based on 

current and past findings, we assume that these are lemma representations, and that 

agreement is carried out primarily at the functional level of processing. Eberhard (1999) 

stuns up the work to date nicely by saying "these effects are consistent with a view that 

places verb agreement among the processes occurring during functional processing... 

where both conceptual and grammatical information are relevant" (p. 577). The 

consistent findings that syntactic and (at least when prodded) conceptual mampulations 

exert influence over agreement processing while phonological mampulations do not 

provides good reason to imphcate fimctional level processing, since this level represents 

the interface between conceptual and lexical/grammatical processing. Our current 

findings here concerning more specifically lexical-semantic information such as animacy, 

and featural overlap appear to bolster the case for the fimctional level being the primary 

stage at which agreement is computed. But how do these factors exert their effects on 

agreement? This question is a thorny one, and will be taken up one piece at a time. 
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What isn't happening 

First, we need to explicitly dispense with two ways in which semantic factors are 

likely not having effects. First, the production system does not appear to assign syntactic 

roles (e.g. subject, object) based on the statistical likelihood that a given noun might play 

a given role. Recall that Bock & Miller (1991) were originally interested in looking at 

animacy in order to determine the degree to which identification of sentence subjects is 

done probablistically, based on whether a given noun contained many features typically 

correlated with subject-hood, such as animacy. If a speaker is presented with a sentence 

in which the distractor noun is laden with subject-like features, one should expect a great 

deal of agreement errors if the above hypothesis were true. Bock & Miller (1991) found 

no indication of such an effect, and our results reported here replicated this finding: the 

animacy of the distractor noun did not reliably affect the incidence of errors. If a noun in 

a sentence preamble is not marked as the subject noun of the phrase, loading it with 

subject-like features does not trick the system into mistaking it for a true subject. 

Second, there is little evidence to suggest that speakers are truly misidentify the 

head noun of the sentence when they make an agreement error. If this were the case, we 

would expect that speakers would often provide completions for their sentences which 

were obviously treating die distractor noun as the subject, as in (23): 

23) The key to the cabinets were made by my uncle who is a carpenter. 

These kinds of errors are in fact exceedingly rare in. experimental studies of agreement 

errors, and at least anecdotally, exceedingly rare in naturally occurring speech errors. 

The results of the studies presented herem do not allow us to investigate this issue here. 
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since our method involved providing participants with target predicates to use in their 

sentence completions. It should be noted, however, that across all of the studies 

presented here, there was not a single case of a participant making an agreement error 

who then went on to make a completion that did not contain the provided target predicate, 

but rather one that more plausibly related to the distractor noun. If speakers were prone 

to making these sorts of errors, then one would expect at least a few of them to surface in 

our data, even despite the fact that they are provided with target predicates to include in 

their completions. Therefore, it seems clear that speakers typically are not truly 

misidentifying the subject noun in a given preamble, but rather, the number information 

on the distractor noun has simply managed to insert itself into the process somehow (we 

will discuss this issue much more fully in the next section). 

Our semantic overlap mampulation presents an additional cause for concern with 

this issue though. If there were any time in which a true misidentification of the sentence 

subject was to take place, it would likely be in a case such as this where the subject and 

distractor noun can to some extent be used interchangeably. But this very factor also 

makes it very difficult to ever experimentally test this issue, even if we had not presented 

target predicates to participants. In sentences with high overlap nouns, any completion 

for the sentence will necessarily be compatible with both nouns, and it will therefore be 

difBcult to discern which noun was in fact identified as the subject. For example, take 

(24): 

24) The canoe near the sailboat was barely staying above water. 
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It is impossible to tell from the sentence completion which noun was in fact identified as 

the subject due to the predicate being compatible with both nouns. This complication 

could be avoided by using nouns that were not quite as high in their degree of semantic 

overlap, and thus whose predicates made the identified subject noun obvious. 

For now though, we will follow the tide of previous results and assume that 

speakers were not actually misidentifying the subject nouns when responding to the 

preambles. There is one other factor which presents itself here based on the fact that our 

high semantic overlap noun pairs were in many cases interchangeable as sentence 

subjects (e.g. 'canoe' and 'sailboat"). The purpose of agreement is to help bind together 

aspects of an utterance (Bock & Miller, 1991). By inflecting verbs to match in number 

with their subjects, this makes the grouping of constituents more transparent. This isn't 

always obvious in English in general (due to its relatively few agreement demands) and 

in error elicitation experiments in particular (because the sentences are simple and 

typically use the nearly contentless 'to be' verb) but can be seen in items such as (25): 

25a) The king that ruled the villages was considered mthless. 

The fact that 'was' agrees in number with Icing' helps to highlight that it is in fact the king 

who is considered to be ruthless. Given this, it is possible that in our high overlap items, 

speakers are simply more careless about the proper implementation of agreement, simply 

due to the fact that there is little difference between the subject and non-subject nouns. 

Perhaps the increase in errors we demonstrated for these items is simply due to a lack of 

vigilance on the part of self monitoring processes (see Levelt, 1989)? While we cannot 

rule this possibility out, it seems exceedingly unlikely for two reasons. One, recall that 
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the experimental items in our semantic mam'pulation were actually a minority of the 

sentence preambles that subjects encountered in total. It seems unlikely that subjects 

were adj'usting the degree of self monitoring they were engaged separately for each and 

every item. Two, due to the realities of using undergraduate students as experimental 

subjects, it is likely that the vigilance of self monitoring is somewhat low overall when 

participating in error elicitation tasks such as this. 

So, now that we have outlined two ways in which we do not believe the semantic 

factors manipulated herein were affecting the agreement process, we will turn to 

suggesting the ways in which they did. We will begin with a discussion of why having 

animate nouns in the head noun position appeared to insulate against the conunission of 

agreement errors, and then move on to a discussion of the semantic overiap results. It 

will be argued that these latter findings suggest the need for feedback between the 

functional and conceptual levels of processing, and possibly the need for lexical concepts 

at the message level to be represented across semantic features (e.g. Dell, 1986; Dell et 

al, 1997) rather than unitarily (e.g. Levelt et al. 1997). In concert with these conclusions, 

the overall results also more clearly support the activation account of agreement put 

forward by Eberhard (1997). Since this conception of agreement will be crucial for 

explaining our semantic overlap effects, we will first review Eberhard's proposal and 

demonstrate why we feel it better captures the present data. 
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How Agreement Itself is Implemented 

Recall that two alternative proposals for the implementatioa of agreement have 

been put forward. Vigliocco andNicol (1998) propose a "feature-percolation" model, in 

which the number of the verb is specified by a transmission or copying of the features 

that exist at the highest node of the complex NP. When agreement is implemented 

properly, the subject noun transmits its plural feature (if present) up to the highest node, 

where it is then copied to the verb. Errors are thought to occur when the distractor noun 

mistakenly transmits its plural feature (if present) up to the highest node, where it is then 

copied to the verb as in the case of correct agreement. Eberhard (1997) extended this 

proposal by casting the process within an activation framework, and suggesting a 

probablistic explanation of why the plural feature on the distractor noun can be 

mistakenly associated with the head NP node. The agreement mechanism itself is 

conceived as checking for evidence that the head NP is plural. Evidence consists of the 

presence of activated number features on the head NP, and the level of activation 

represents the amount of evidence. Two particularly relevant aspects of Eberhard's 

proposal are as follows. One, that number features associated with heads of noun phrases 

are assimied to be more highly activated than features associated with non-heads (at least 

for the purposes of agreement). Two, any features associated with non-heads are 

assumed to create noise or interference in the system, increasing the probability of an 

error. Within Eberhard's (1997) framework, the occurrence of agreement errors is seen as 

probablistic, and various lexical, structural, or conceptual factors may act to increase or 
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decrease the amount of interference created by plural features associated with non-head 

NPs, and thus increase or decrease error probabilities. 

We propose that Eberhard's (1997) activation model provides a better and more 

parsimonious fit to our data for two reasons. The Vigliocco & Nicol (1998) feature-

percolation model is quite successful in explaining conceptual effects of number, and 

efiects of syntactic structure on error rates. In the case of conceptual effects, the number 

of the head NP is assumed to be specified directly from the conceptual level to the head 

MP node, and in the case of syntactic structure, the more nodes a feature must traverse to 

reach the maximal head NP node, the less likely that feature will be to interfere with 

agreement. It is not entirely clear, however, how this approach would account for the 

types of semantic effects demonstrated in the present studies. For instance, if agreement 

is implemented on the basis of passing number features along a syntactic tree, then it is 

difficult to see why nouns with varying degrees of semantic overlap would be any more 

or less prone to passing their number features through that tree. 

Second is an argument based on parsimony. While no one has computationally 

modeled a fiill version of the language production model as shown in Figure I, explicit 

models (some more than others) have in fact been made of lexical retrieval processes in 

production with a large degree of success, most notably the work of Levelt et al. (1999) 

andDelletal. (1997; Dell, 1985; 1986). These computational modeling approaches have 

both assumed activation based processmg frameworks: feedforward spreading activation 

networks in the case of Levelt et aL (1999) and mteractive activation networks in the case 

of Dell's et al.'s (1997) work. Eberhard's (1997) activation proposal for agreement has 
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not yet been computationally modeled, but in the hopes of one day combining the work in 

various areas of production into a unified model, there is merit in assuming similar 

processing frameworks whenever applicable. For these reasons, we will assume 

Eberhard's (1997) activation framework for the implementation of agreement. And this 

conception of the agreement process fits well with the data from our semantic 

manipulations. 

EfTects of Subject Noun Animacv 

We will put off a discussion of the efiects of having nouns in the complex noun 

phrase match vs. mismatch in animacy until our discussion of semantic overlap below, 

since it is proposed that these particular effects of animacy are simply an example of a 

specific case of the more general phenomenon of semantic overlap. The other effect of 

animacy we discovered was that sentence preambles with animate subject nouns were 

less prone to error than those with inanimate subject nouns. In effect, animate subject 

nouns appeared to insulate against the probability of error. Why is this the case? There 

are a number of possibilities. Sentence subjects are most often animate (Clark, 1965; 

MacWhinney, 1977) and animates make more natural sentence subjects (Clark & Begun, 

1971; Ransom, 1977) so perhaps animate nouns in the subject position are more robust, 

or more easily remembered, and thus less prone to interference fi:om features associated 

with, the distractor noun. 

While work here as well as that of Bock & Miller (1991) demonstrated that 

animate distractor nouns were not more likely to be misconstrued as subjects due to their 
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possessing the subject-like feature of animacy, this does not necessarily indicate that all 

subject nouns are created equal. If a lemma at the functional level is not designated as 

playing the syntactic role of "subject", then the system is not fooled into treating it as 

such simply because it possesses features ^ically associated with subject hood. 

However, not all nouns which happens to be assigned the role of "subject" perform their 

functions equally well. Animate nouns may simply comprise better sentence subjects 

than inanimate nouns, and therefore be less prone to processing errors generally. 

There is another relevant aspect to the animacy effect found here that is worth 

discussing briefly. Effects of concreteness and imageability have recently been found in 

tasks using the agreement error elicitation paradigm (Eberhard 1999; see Bock & Miller, 

1991) and had previously been found elsewhere in both language and memory tasks. 

Like animacy, these are rather central factors that can be seen as dividing nouns into 

distinct classes or categories: concrete vs. abstract, imageable vs. not, am'mate vs. 

inam'mate. A good deal of neuropsychological data suggests that patients can to some 

extent be selectively impaired in one of these categories and still relatively proficient in 

another (though the dimensions hsted here may not in fact be the crucial ones). These 

findings, combined with some recent imaging work suggest that different classes of 

words may be stored in neurologically distinct areas of the brain, or at least may 

differentially rely on certain brain areas for their representation (Warrington & Shallice, 

1984; Tranel, Damasio & Damasio, 1997; Damasio Damasio, 1998). If there are 

inherent differences in the ways certain classes of words are stored and/or accessed, it 
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may be fruitful to consider these factors when interpreting production data across these 

kinds of categories. 

Effects of Semantic Overlap 

Lastly, we turn to a discussion of our results concerning the degree of semantic 

overlap between the two nouns in the complex noun phrase. We demonstrated effects of 

this variable in two separate experiments. To reorient, recall that the findings were that 

sentence preambles such as (25a) in which the nouns bad a high degree of semantic 

overlap were much more likely to cause agreement errors than preambles such as (25b) 

where the nouns had little overiapr 

25a) SP-High The canoe by the sailboats.... damaged 
25b) SP-Low The canoe by the cabins... damaged 

When the nouns have high semantic overlap, the plural number feature on the distractor 

noun is more likely to derail the agreement process than when the nouns are semantically 

distinct. One explanation of these data that suggests itself is that connections between the 

message level and functional level are bi-directional, and that activated lemmas at the 

fimctional level remforce their corresponding concepts at the message level (e.g. Dell et 

al, 1997; Dell, 1985; 1986). See Figure 5 for an example of how this kind of feedback 

could explain the semantic overlap findings. 

In cases where the two nouns in the complex subject phrase have a high degree of 

overlap, both nouns are mutually reinforcmg, and this causes the distractor noun to be 

more highly activated than it would be in cases where the head and distractor noun do not 

share a large number of semantic features. And thus its associated plural features create 
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more noise in the system which increases the likelihood that an agreement error will be 

made. Since the semantic relationship between the nouns is based on an overlap of 

semantic information, rather than an associative connection (e.g. dog - leash) this would 

appear to necessitate that conceptual level information is represented as semantic 

features, rather than as unitary concepts. These assumptions about processing between 

the functional and message levels would seem, at least on the surface, to explain the 

effects of semantic overlap demonstrated here. This conception of processing is line with 

proposals by Dell and others (Dell et al, 1997; Dell, 1985; 1986; Stemberger, 1985) who 

view the production system as having feedback between levels of processing, and as 

having distributed representations of semantic information. It departs from the model 

adhered to by Levelt and others (e.g. Bock & Levelt, 1994; Levelt et al., 1999) in that it is 

not strictly feedforward, and concepts are not represented as unitary objects. 

While this proposal would seem to provide a plausible account for the semantic 

overlap results discussed in this paper, there are many reasons to approach this 

interpretation cautiously. First, explicit claims about the details of processing between 

conceptual and lemma representations are much more fiilly fleshed out within the smaller 

arena of lexical access itself (e.g. Levelt et al, 1999; Dell et al, 1997) than they are in fiiU 

fledged models of language production (Levelt, 1989; Bock & Levelt, 1994). And the 

thinking outlined here borrows heavily from these conceptions of the lexical retrieval 

process, which may not transparently scale up to the production of frill sentences. This is 

true, but lexical access will have to be scaled up to fit within a more general model of the 

totality of language production eventually, and if nothing else, our current proposal 
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begins to address some of the complications that will be faced when deah'ng with real 

time production of entire sentences, rather than the isolated retrieval of individual words. 

Another potential pitfall here is an apparent inconsistency between the view of the 

production system we espoused in relation to our phonological results (Experiments 4 

and 5) and the view espoused here. This is not necessarily the case. First, the mapping 

between conceptual information and lemmas is flmdamentally different than that between 

lemmas and lexemes. In the former case the mapping is between different 

representations of meaning (conceptual to lemmas) while the latter is a mapping from 

meamng to sound. There is no correspondence between phonological features and 

meaning, two words sharing nearly the same phonology may have vastly different 

meanings. There is, however, exactly this kind of correspondence between lemma and 

conceptual level representations, two words with similar lemmas will in fact share 

numerous conceptual features in common. So it is not at all necessary for these mappings 

to be of identical character in terms of feedback, or underlying representational structure. 

Another reason this may not be a problem is that, stripped to their core, the one feature 

that nearly all models of lexical access and production share is an assumption of some 

sort of separation between the processing of meaning and form relations (Levelt, 1989; 

Levelt et al., 1999; Dell et al., 1997). The fleshing out of meaning (message and 

fimctional level processing) may be governed by different factors than, the fleshing out of 

form. 

Yet another reason our findings may not be inconsistent is that it is also possible 

that there is in fact feedback from the level of phonological encoding to fimctional level 
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processes, but that this feedback is rather weak. Dell et al. (1997) in fact propose that this 

is the case. Mixed errors, the halhnark of interactive processing between form and 

meaning, are rare, and rather difficult to elicit. Given this, it may be unsurprising that 

phonological effects are difficult to tease out in an agreement task such as the ones used 

here. The production of words in isolation may if anything overstate the degree of 

interactivity between form and meaning. Perhaps there are weak effects of phonology 

present, but they are Just impossible to see using the current methodology. 

Another puzzling aspect of these data would still be with us no matter what kind 

of system we evoked to explain our semantic overlap findings. And that is the fact that 

these results seem to be at odds with certain findings in the naturally occurring speech 

error literature. Most notable is the fact that word exchange errors (e.g. They sat around 

the song and sang fires) do not appear to demonstrate any strong semantic relationships 

(Bock & Levelt, 1994; Garrett, 200 L). Words which are very disparate in meamng 

appear to be just as likely to be involved in an exchange as words that are very similar in 

meaning. Given our semantic overlap findings, one might predict that word exchange 

errors should be more common between seraantically similar words, as these errors are 

also thought to arise at the fimctional level of processing. There are two possible ways 

around this apparent clash. First, Garrett (2001) has postulated that exchange errors may 

in fact be seraantically governed to at least some extent Preliminary analysis of the 

relevant iteras in his error corpus reveal that nouns which are raatched for aniraacy do in 

fact appear to have a higher likelihood of being involved in an exchange error than those 

which mismatch in aniraacy (Garrett, 2001). Second, it may be the case that the 
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processes iavolved in giving rise to exchange and agreement errors are simply different 

in fundamental ways. Exchange errors arise due to errors in assigning syntactic roles to 

words in an utterance. The agreement mechanism itself does not assign syntactic roles, 

but simply looks to those rotes which have been assigned to tell it where to find the 

information it needs about number. These are different processes, and may be governed 

by slightly different factors, at least to some extent. 

The list of data which become difficult to account for given the proposal put 

forward here is likely far too long to address adequately, and thus no attempt will be 

made to do so. Instead, we view this as accepting the challenge put forward by Levelt 

and colleagues in all of their proposals (Levelt, 1989; Bock & Levelt, 1994; Levelt et al., 

1999). They have made very strong claims about the feedforward, modular nature of the 

processing architectures they have proposed, and they do this on purely methodological 

grounds (Levelt et al., 1999). A. model that makes strict claims that can easily be falsified 

by new data is a productive model. It is argued here that our semantic overlap results 

support the presence of feedback between the functional and message levels of 

processing, and that conceptual information is represented as semantic features, rather 

than unitary representations. It remains to be seen whether it is the current data, or the 

strict version of the production model which will turn out to be mistaken. 
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Closing Summary 

la this thesis we presented five experimental studies of speech errors which 

served to test predictions of a model of language production^ Most of our results 

supported this model, and some may suggest ways in which it needs to be modified. 

Much of the work in language production is done on the retrieval of single words in 

isolation, and the studies presented here add to the growing pool of work on the 

production of fiill fledged sentences. A synthesis of work on both naturally occurring, 

and experimentally elicited speech errors will hopefully provide an important source of 

constraint for a fiilly fleshed out model of language production. 
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APPENDIX A: Tables 

AG C U 0th 

AA-ss The girl behind the teacher... 1 
(0.3%) 

156 
(40.6%) 

7 
(1.8%) 

28 
(7.3%) 

AA-sp The girl behind the teachers... U 
(3.6%) 

133 
(34.6%) 

9 
(2.3%) 

36 
(9.4%) 

AI-ss The girl behind the desk... 0 
(0%) 

153 
(39.8%) 

8 
(2.1%) 

31 
(8.1%) 

AI-sp The girl behind the desks... 8 
(2.1%) 

138 
(35.9%) 

7 
(1.8%) dolo.) 

n-ss The blackboard the desk... 0 
(0%) 

151 
(39.3%) 

8 
(2.1%) 

33 
(8.6%) 

EI-sp The blackboard the desks... 25 
(6.5%) 

121 
(31.5%) 

6 
(1.6%) 

40 
(10.4%) 

lA-ss The blackboard behind the teacher... 0 
(0%) (40.1%) 

11 
(2.9%) 

27 
(7.0%) 

lA-sp The blackboard behind the teachers... 14 
(3.6%) 

124 
(32.3%) 

6 
(1.6%) 

48 
(12.5%) 

Table L Subject responses for Experiment I. Percentage of responses within each 
animacy conation are given in parentheses. Scoring codes are as follows: (C) Correct; 
(AG) Agreement Error; (U) LTnmflected; (0th) Other; (SS) singularsufaject, singular 
distractor; (SP) singular subject, plural distractor. 
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Example Pair Mean Elange St Dev 

AA girl / teacher 3.36 1.6-6.4 1.52 

AI girl / desk 1.85 9 C
O

 
o
 

1.18 

a blackboard / desk 2.58 1.1-4.8 .46 

lA blackboard / teacher 1.84 1.1-2.9 1.32 

Table 2. Subject ratings of the semantic overlap of the noun pairs ftom Experiment L 
Ratmgs were made on a seven point scale with 'one' representing a total lack of overlap 
and 'seven' representing synonymy. Data represent the judgements of 15 subjects, none 
of whom participated m Experiment L 
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AG c U 0th 

SS-High The canoe by the sailboat.... 11 
n.4%) 

326 
(42.4%) 

1 
(0.1%) 

46 
(6.0%) 

SP-High The canoe by the sailboats... 84 
f10.9%) 

223 
(29.0%) 

0 
(0%) 

77 
(10.0%) 

SS - Low The canoe by the cabin... 10 
(1.3%) 

328 
(42.7%) 

1 
(0.1%) 

45 
(5.9%) 

SP - Low The canoe by the cabins... 48 
(6.3%) 

264 
(34.4%) 

0 
(0%) 

72 
(9.4%) 

Table 3. Subject Responses for Experiment 2. Percentage of responses within each 
overlap condition are given in parentheses. Scoring codes are equivalent to Experiment I 
with the addition of: (High) =high semantic overlap; (Low) = low semantic overlap. 
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Anim 
Match 

Head 
Inanim 

AG C U 0th Anim 
Match 

Head 
Inanim 

- - Al-ss girl/blackboard 0 
(0%) 

153 
(39.8%) 

8 
(2.1%) 

31 
(8.1%) 

- - AI-sp girl/blackboards 8 
(2.1%) 

138 
(35.9%) 

7 
(1.8%) (10% 

- + lA-ss blackboard/teacher 0 
(0%) (40.1%) 

11 
(2.9%) 

27 
(7.0%) 

- + lA-sp blackboard/teachers 14 
(3.6%) 

124 
(32.3%) 

6 
(1.6%) 

48 
(12.5%) 

+ - AA-ss girl/teacher 1 
(0.3%) 

156 
(40.6%) 

7 
(1.8%) 

28 
(7.3%) 

+ - AA-sp girl/teacher 14 
(3.6%) 

133 
(34.6%) 

9 
(2.3%) 

36 
(9.4%) 

+ D-ss blackboard/desk 0 
(0%) 

151 
(39.3%) 

8 
(2-1%) 

33 
(8.6%) 

+ + Q-sp blackboard/desks 25 
(6.5%) 

121 
(31.5%) 

6 
(1.6%) 

40 
(10.4%) 

Table 4. Subject responses for Ecperment I with, alternate item coding. Percentage of 
responses within each animacy condition are given in parentheses. New codes are as 
follows: (Anim Match +) = the two nouns match in animacy; (Anim Match -)= the two 
nouns mismatch in animacy; (Head Inanim +) = sentence head is inanimate; (Head 
Inanim -)= sentence head is animate. The sentence preamble examples have been 
abbreviated for space considerations. See Table I. for the full examples. 
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AG C U 0th 

SS - sim The student near the statue... 2 
(0.5%) 

151 
(39.3%) 

14 
(3.6%) 

25 
(6.5%) 

SP-sim The student near the statues... 23 
(6.0%) 

125 
(32.6%) 

8 
(2.1%) 

36 
(9.4%) 

SS-dis The student near the painting... 4 
(1.0%) 

150 
(39.1%) 

9 
(2.3%) 

29 
(7.6%) 

SP-dis The student near the paintings... 33 
(8.6%) 

112 
(29.2%) 

7 
(1.8%) 

40 
(10.4%) 

Table 5. Subject Responses for Experiment 4. Percentage of responses within each 
overlap condition are given in parentheses. Scoring codes are equivalent to previous 
experiments with the addition of: (sim) = phonologically similar; (distinct) = 
phonologically distinct. 
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AG C U 0th 

SS-hl The gun near the vault.. 2 
(0.5%) 

144 
(37.5%) 

9 
(2.3%) 

37 
(9.6%) 

SP-hl The gim near the vaults... 16 
(4.2%) 

113 
(29.4%) 

13 
(3.4%) 

50 
(13.0%) 

SS-lh The vault near the gun... 2 
(0.5%) 

150 
(39.1%) 

3 
(0.8%) 

37 
(9.6%) 

SP-Ih The vault near the guns... 19 
(4.9%) 

118 
(30.7%) 

4 
(1.0%) 

51 
(13.3%) 

Table 6. Subject Responses for Experiment 5. Percentage of responses within each 
frequency condition are given, in parentheses. Scoring codes are equivalent to previous 
experiments with, the addition of: (Ih) = low frequency head, high, frequency distractor; 
(hi) = high frequency head, low frequency distractor 
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APPENDIX B: Figures 
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Figure L Four stage model of the language productioa system as proposed by Levelt 
(1989) and Bock & Levelt (1994). 
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Time 

washed 

The car near the driveway... 

Response: The car near the driveway was washed after the storm. 

Figure 2. Schematic of item presentatioa for all studies. 
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Plausibility 
Difference Score 

Equally Plausible 

Head more plausible 

5 5 
The girl behind the teacher... smart 0 

5 1 
The girl behind the blackboard... smart 4 

Figure 3. Sample sentences for Experiment 3 showing plausibih'ty ratings for each noun, 
and the composite plausibility difference score for each sentence. Difierence scores close 
to zero indicate near equal plausibility between the two nouns in the complex NP and the 
sentence predicate, while scores close to 4 indicate that the distractor noun does not at all 
bear a plausible relation to the predicate. 
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Figure 4. Scatterplot for data from experiment 3. Data from the 'sp' sentence conditions only are shown. 
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wooden j ( mast 

Conceptual Level 
floats 

transports j\ I boat 

Lemma Level canoe sailboat 

wooden 1 ( mast ) 

Conceptual Level 
floats 

'̂ ^nspor^^ \ boat 

+PL 

Lemma Level 
canoe cabin 

Figure 5. Schematic of activation patterns for two nouns with high semantic overlap 
(top) and low semantic overlap (bottom). Activation between the Conceptual and 
Lemma levels is bidirectional, and information at the conceptual level is represented, 
across sets of semantic features. Note that the plural feature in the top example, when the 
nouns have high featural overlap, is more highly activated than in the bottom example, 
where they have low overlap. Darker lines indicate higher activation levels. 
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